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SOMMAIRE

Une évaluation de la performance est nécessaire à chaque étape du cycle de

vie d'un circuit intégré SRAM offrant une capacité de l'ordre du mégabit, soit

durant sa conception/ sa fabrication/ son acquisition/ son utilisation, etc. Cette

évaluation de la performance s'impose lorsqu'un concepteur de circuits intégrés

SRAM veut comparer plusieurs nouveaux types de circuits afin de découvrir le

meilleur. Même s'il n'en trouve pas/ l'évaluation de la performance des circuits

SRAM classiques aide à déterminer son niveau de performance/ ce qui indique s'il

convient de modifier les futurs circuits en raison des progrès technologiques. Ce

que veulent les utilisateurs de mémoires SRAM/ c'est obtenir le plus haut niveau

de performance et de fiabilité à un prix donné.

Afin de concrétiser les attentes à l'égard de la performance des mémoires

SRAM de l'ordre du mégabit, il faut déterminer de nombreux paramètres : la

vitesse, la dissipation d'énergie/ le temps de propagation/ le bruit, la superficie du

circuit, la densité d'intégradon/ la fiabUité, la détection des erreurs/ la localisation

des erreurs, la reconfiguration et le rendement de fabrication. À cette fin, cette

recherche vise plusieurs objectifs : proposer des modèles de performance des

circuits SRAM, analyser leurs paramètres de performance, vaUder chaque modèle

de performance par des études expérunentales et, enfin, comparer l'améUoration

de la performance par rapport aux conceptions classiques.
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Un modèle de capacité d'interconnexion est proposé; U est basé sur la

capacité des couches d'oxyde des ceUules du SRAM/ leur capacité marginale/ leur

capacité de couplage et leur capacité parasite. Ce concept pratique est ensuite

traduit en termes mathématiques afin de calculer la capacité d'intercorunexion et

d'évaluer l'effet de la performance sur les paramètres des dispositifs SRAM de

l'ordre du mégabit. La performance du dispositif MT5C1008 est simulée sur le

simulateur haute vitesse HP 9000. La dépendance du temps d'accès par rapport

à la température est mesurée par essai au thermocouple. On a analysé par

microscopie électronique à balayage et par microscopie optique les défaillances du

SRAM afin d'en identifier les mécanismes. Les résultats de la théorie, des

simulations et des expériences sont en accord avec le modèle de capacité

d' mtercoimexion.

En appliquant l'mterconnexion à triple niveau à un circuit SRAM de

l mégabit/ le temps d'accès aux adresses est réduit de 35 ns à 25 ns. Lorsque la

température augmente à 100°C, le temps maximal d'accès aux adresses est réduit

à 30,8 ns/ avec une dissipation de puissance de l W. La longueur nécessaire des

fils électriques et la grosseur du circuit intégré ont été réduits de 69 % et 58 %,

respectivement, par rapport aux mterconnexions double métal. On a obtenu, pour

la plaquette, un rendement de fabrication de 10 % supérieur grâce à 1'tm.plantation

du modèle à triple niveau d'mterconnexion dans la conception du circuit SRAM.

Les résultats expérimentaux confirment que ce modèle est très utile pour la
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conception des futurs circuits intégrés SRAM et DRAM.

On a développé une expression analytique pour le temps de propagation

sur les circuits SRAM CMOS. On propose un modèle du temps de propagation/

basé sur le couplage capacitif des cellules SRAM et sur les mterconnexions en

charge. La nahire non linéaire de la porte d'attaque a été prise en considération,

car on a utilisé un modèle de transistor du premier ordre pour les ceUules SRAM.

Le temps de propagation théorique pour le SRAM a été calculé en utilisant le

programme MATLAB. On a simulé le temps de propagation d'un circuit SRAM

de 16 Mb au moyen du programme HSPICE roulant sur im poste de travail

HP A1097. On a utilisé un analyseur logique HP 8002 afin de mesurer le temps de

propagation sur un circuit SRAM. L'expression analydque du temps de

propagation donne im taux d'erreur maximal absolu inférieur à 4,8 % par rapport

aux données mesurées. La valeur théorique des temps de propagation pour les

circuits SRAM dorme un taux d'erreur mférieiu- à 2 % par rapport aux résultats

simulés sur HSPICE. L'expression analytique du temps de propagation est validée

par les résultats expérimentaux.

Des techniques de conception des circuits haute vitesse SRAM BiCMOS sont

présentement étudiées afin de réduire le temps d'mterconnexion, d'accroître la

vitesse et de réduire le bruit et la consommation d'énergie. Le système de

simulation HP 9000 haute vitesse est utilisé afin de simuler les paramètres de

performance des circuits intégrés SRAM BiCMOS. La vitesse des circuits SRAM
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BiCMOS a été améliorée de 21 % par rapport au modèle classique. De plus, la

consommation d'énergie a été réduite d'environ 10 % par rapport au modèle

classique.

Un nouveau système de reconfiguration dynamique est proposé pour les

circuits SRAM de l'ordre du mégabit, basé sur un système mtégré de détection et

de reconfiguration des mots défechieux afin d'économiser des ceUules de mots en

utilisant des éléments logiques à valeur multiple. On a implanté une architecture

de reconfiguration dynamique pour les circuits SRAM de l'ordre du mégabit Afin

d'évaluer la fiabUité de ce type de circuit intégré, on a développé un modèle. Le

système de simulation HP 9000 haute vitesse est utilisé pour simuler la fiabilité du

circuit SRAM de l Mb. La fiabUité d'un tel circuit a été améliorée d'environ 30 %

par rapport aux autres méthodes.

On a développé deux systèmes de reconfiguration dynamique des circuits

SRA.M BiCMOS de l'ordre du mégabit/ ce qui permet de détecter les défechiosités

au niveau du circuit et de reconfigurer automatiquement les ceUules de mémotre

sur celui-ci afin d'effacer les erreurs. Un modèle est proposé pour les circuits

intégrés SRAM l'ordre du mégabit. L'implantation d'un mécanisme de

reconfiguration dynamique est présenté. La conception de base est réaUsée au

moyen du progiciel de CAD de Mentor Graphics. La performance a été simulée

sur le simulateur haute vitesse HP 9000. Le temps d'accès du SRAM BiCMOS a

augmenté de 35 %, la surface du circuit intégré a été réduite d'environ 25 % et le
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rendement de fabrication a augmenté de 10 % par rapport aux méthodes classiques.

La fiabilité des circuits SRAM BiCMOS de l Mb a augmenté de 78 % par rapport

aux méthodes classiques.

On propose une technique d'essai rapide des paramètres source afin

d'améliorer la robustesse de la conception, de réduire les défaillances de fabrication

et d'améliorer la fiabilité de fonctionnement des circuits SRAM de l'ordre du

mégabit La technique proposée est intégrée et mise en oeuvre durant les phases

de conception et de prototypage des circuits SRAM. Les résultats de l'essai des

paramètres source sont utilisés comme mtrants pour la conception et la fabrication

des circuits SRA.M de l Mb afin d'en améliorer la fiabilité. Environ 20 % des

défaillances de conception et environ 30 % des défaillances de fabrication peuvent

être identifiées et évitées en vue de la production massive de circuits mtégrés

SRA.M de l'ordre du mégabit. Leur fiabilité est améliorée d'environ 50 % au moyen

de cette technique.

Les résultats présentés dans cette thèse sont très utiles pour la conception

future des circuits SRAM, DRAM, EPROM, FPGA et ASIC de l'ordre du mégabit,

et ils permettront d'en améliorer la performance.
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ABSTRACT

Performance évaluation is required at every stage m the Ufe cycle of mega

bit Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) chip design, manufacturmg,

procurement/ application and so-on. A performance évaluation is required when

a SRAM chip désigner wants to compare a number of alternative designs and find

the best design. Even if there are no alternatives/ performance évaluation of the

current SRAM design helps m determining how well it is performing whether any

improvements need to be made for fuhire designs due to technology changes. The

goal of mega bit SRAM users is to get fhe highest performance and reUabiïity for

a given cost.

In order to meet the performance expectations of mega bit SRAMs: speed/

power dissipadon, propagation delay, noise, chip area, chip density, reliability, fault

détection, fault isolation/ reconfiguration and yield issues need to be addressed. The

objective of this research is to propose SRAM perfonnance models, analyze mega

bit SRAM performance parameters/ validate each performance model with

expérimental shidies/ and compare performance ùnprovement with conventional

designs.

Interconnect capacitance model is proposed based on SRAM cell oxide

capacitance/ frmging capacitance, coupling capacitance, and parasitic capacitance.
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A practical concept is translatée! into mathematical domam to solve for interconnect

capacitance and evaluate performance unpact on mega bit SRAM device

parameters. MT5C1008 device performance simulated using the HP 9000 high

speed sùnulation System. The température dependency of access time is measured

through thermocouple test System. SRAM failure analysis has been performed to

identify interconnect failure mecharusms using scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

and optical microscope. Theoretical results, simulations and experunental results

are in close agreement with proposed mtercormect model.

By applying the triple -level mterconnecdon to 1-Mb SRAM chip/ the

address access tùne is reduced from 35 ns to 25 ns. Maximum address access time

is decreased to 30.8 ns/ when increasing the température to 100°C, with power

dissipation of l W. The wirmg length and chip size were reduced to 69% and 58%

of those the double métal interconnection. A wafer yield of 10% high has been

achieved by implementing the proposed triple-level interconnect m the SRAM

design. It is confirmed from the expérimental results that model is very useful for

future SRA.M and DRAM chip design process.

A closed-fonn expression for CMOS SRAM chip propagation delay is

developed. A propagation delay model is proposed/ based on the SRAM cell

capacitive coupling and loaded interconnects. The non-linear nature of the driving

gate has been taken into account by applymg a first order transistor model for the

SRAM ceU. Theoretical propagation delay for the SRA.M has been computed using
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MATLAB program. A 16-Mb SRAM chip propagation delay sùnulated ustng

HSPICE rurming on HP A1097 work station. A HP8002 Logic Analyzer is used to

measure SRAM chip propagation delay. The closed-from propagation delay

expression results in absolute maximum error smaller than 4.8% in comparison

with the measured data. TheoreticaUy computed propagation delay values for the

SRAM chip result in an error smaUer than 2% m comparison with HSPICE

srmulated results The closed form propagation delay expression is vaUdated with

expérimental results.

High speed circuit design techniques for BiCMOS SRA.M are mvestigated

to reduce interconnect delay tùne, improve speed, reduce noise/ and power

consumption. HP 9000 high speed simulation system is used to simulate the

BiCMOS SRAM chip performance parameters. The BiCMOS SRAM chip speed

performance has been ùnproved 21% higher than the conventional BiCMOS SRAM

design. The power consumption has been reduced about 10% than the conventional

BiCMOS SRAM design. A novel dynanûc reconfiguration scheme is proposed

for mega bit SRAMs, based on on-chip word failure détection and reconfiguration

to spare word cell usmg multi-valued logic éléments. Dynanùc reconfignration

architechire for mega bit SRAM chip implemented. In order to evaluate reliabiUty

performance of the mega bit SRAM chip a model is developed. HP 9000 high

speed simulation System is used for mega bit SRAM chip reUability sunixlations. A

1-mb SRAM chip reliabiUty performance has been ùnproved about 30% in
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comparison with other methods.

Two dynanûc reconfiguration schemes are developed for mega bit BiCMOS

SRAMs/ which allow the faUure détection at the chip level and automatic

reconfiguration to fault free memory ceU withm the chip. A model is proposed for

mega bit SRA.M chip.Dynamic reconfiguration scheme implementation is presented.

Basic design layout is produced using the Mentor Graphics CAD tool package.

Performance simulations have been performed using the HP 9000 high speed

simulation System. BiCMOS SRAM access time ùnprovement of 35%, chip area

reduced about 25%, and chip yield of 10% higher achieved m comparison with the

conventional design methods. The 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip reliability

performance has been improved by 78% in comparison with conventional

methods.

A rapid root cause test technique is proposed to ùnprove design robustness/

reduce manufacturing related faUures, and ùnprove mega bit SRAM reUability

performance. The proposed techruque is mtegrated and unplemented durrng the

SRA.M chip design and prototype phases. The root cause test results are used as

design and manufacturing feed back for ùnproving mega bit SRAM chip

reliability. About 20% of design related failnres and about 30% of the fabrication

process related faUures can be identified and prevented for volume production of

mega bit SRAM chips. The 1-Mb SRAM cHp reUability performance ùnproved by

about 50% using this technique.
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The results presented in this thesis are very useful for future mega bit

SRAMs/ DRAMs/ EPROMs/ FPGAs and ASIC design process to ùnprove

performance.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Général Introduction

The récent strong demand for high-speed and Ugh-density Static Random

Access Memories (SRAMs) has come mamly from large scale computing Systems/

super computers, satellite Systems, télécommunication Systems and automotive

control Systems. On the other hand/ high-density SRAMs with a low standby

power dissipation characterisdcs, siutable for battery-backup application/ are also

increasingly in demand for such uses as portable communications equipment. The

design and évaluation of mega bit SRAMs must consider both performance and

reliability.

The ever increasmg demand for high performance and high density mega

bit SRAMs has resulted in a significant scaUng of device geometries. THs scaUng,

however, has been predominantly two dùnensional. The thickness of the

interconnectmg metaUization and interlayer dielectric are generaUy not reduced/

because this would result m an mcrease m the associated resistance-capacitance(RC)

time delay constant. Therefore, the aspect rado of the contacts increases, and the

spacing between features decreases with the scaling. This scaling has significant

impact on the photoUthography/ etching, and mterconnectmg metaUization aspects
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of the SRAM device fabrication. Poor step coverage at the contact or via sites will

have négative effects on the performance and reUability of SRAM devices having

sub-micron geometries.

One of the problems in developing mega bit SRAMs having fast access time

and low power dissipation is the large parasitic capacitance of long data bus Unes/

estùnated to be several picofarads per Ime. The value of polysilicon load résistance

was quadrupled at each step in quadrupling the memory bit density. The relation

between the résistance of the memory ceU and the leakage current of the memory

cell node becomes a very important design criteria. The data holding current m the

high resistive load memory cell is Umited by the résistance of the polysilicon load.

Increased SRA.M chip complexity result in scaled-down design rules/ as weU as

tncreased chip size and reduced voltage have created an increasmg nmnber of

device and circiùt problems, which becomes a major road block in achievmg high

performance and reUabUity. Scaled-down bit-line spaces mcrease the coupling noise

of the SRAM chip. Interconnects linûts the device density performance of SRAMs,

and reUability.

Major performance concems m high speed SRAM design are not Umited to

SRAMs themselves but also include multi-layer interconnect design/ packagmg,

circuit design techniques, redundancy, reconfiguradon, fanlt isolation, fault

recovery methods, and device interfaces. Improvement in MOSFET characteristics

alone can not provide sufficient performance to meet computer System

requirements. Improved circuit design techniques, multi-layer interconnect design/
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parasitics, delay, noise/ speed/ redundancy/ reconfignration, reUabiïity, yield and

faUure analysis feedback are necessary for future mega bit SRAMs in order to meet

advanced computers and telecommunicadon Systems requirements.

Performance modelling and analysis of mega bit SRAMs has evolved mto

a broad discipline/ one that encompasses all practical performance aspects of mega

bit SRAM design. Mega bit SRAM performance analysis can be carried out by

modeUmg aU device performance parameters and how they mteract during device

opération. Performance modeUmg is the most critical aspect in the SRAM chip

high level design. The SRAM chip performance parameters such as propagation

delay, noise, chip density, cUp area/ speed, and power dissipation are sfarongly

dépendent on the device technology, multi-layer interconnects, and package design.

AUowing the technology to influence device design in the early stages improves the

SRAM performance. Systems approach need to be appUed for high density/ and

high-speed SRAMs in order to meet performance requu-ements. Performance

modelling and analysis plays a vital rôle for aU future mega bit SRAM chip

designs.

Performance modellmg and analysis is broadly divided into two parts:

l) Performance modeUing of mega bit SRAM chip addressmg aU critical device

performance parameters (eg., speed, propagation delay/ noise/ power

dissipation etc).

2) Performance analysis mcludes evaluatmg device reliability, reconfiguration,

yield, and root cause test etc.
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The development of high performance mega bit SRAMs requires spécial

considération of many research issues. The most critical areas are multi-layer

interconnects/ packagmg, high speed design, redimdancy/ reconfiguration/ yield

and failure analysis. In this research work mega bit SRAM chip performance

modeUùig and analysis of various performance parameters are modeled and

analyzed.

1.2 Literahire Survey

Performance ModeUing and analysis of mega bit SRAMs play a vital rôle

in the design of large-scale computer Systems, super computers, and the

télécommunication Systems. Performance modeUing of mega bit SRAMs related

research problems pertaining to multi-layer interconnects/ dynamic reconfiguration

methods and rapid root cause test techniques have been searched for the last fifteen

years. Spécial emphasis is placed on very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit

design related performance problems/ rather than the material properties and

mechanical design considérations. There is very limited Uterature avaUable m this

research field.

McGrevity [l] présents interconnects/gates in VLSI technologies through the

80's and beyond focused on the device complexity évaluation. In large VLSI chip/

major fraction of the area is occupied by the interconnections and not by the

devices. In a complex chip/ the total wire length can be considérable, and the

wiring load capacitance per gate can be the most important speed limitation. High
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speed circuits are most often operated at their power dissipation Umit. From the

device point of view/ optimal chip design for high speed opération hence must

satisfy two conditions. The first condition reqnires the réduction of the transistor

active area. The second condition requires reducing the area of the access zones,

which concems with the technology.

Ho [2] confirms that the VLSI mterconnect metallization is a major problem

m the SRAM fabrication process due to limited choice of interconnect technologies.

The overall maxùnum mtegration density achievable is often fbced by the

tnterconnects. This, in tmn affects the device performance parameters. Gardner [3]

discussed interconnection and electromigration scaUng fheory. Interconnects scaling

impact on electromigration has been studied.

SmaU and Pearson [4] discussed on-chip wiring for VLSI: status and

directions. Différent on-chip wiring technologies have been investigated. As a result

intermetaUic compounds formation was observed, which tend to dégrade the

reUability of on-chip interconnects. Interconnections are classified mto two types:

short range interconnections and long range interconnections.

Ltn and Mead [5] presented signal delay in général RC networks. The

formula used to calcnlate the signal delay is based on the approximation theory.

The signal delay calculations were not straight forward at the transistor level. It can

be used for a very smaU device with up to ten gates successfully. The method has

serions Umitations, when applied for a complex device. Sakuri [6] presented an

approximation of wiring delay in MŒFET LSI circuits. The delay error was
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estimated about 30%. Parasitic capacitance associated with the device has not been

accounted in this model.

KoUas [7] presented packaging/ performance design trade-offs m high

speed digital computers. The package performance impact on the System was

studied. Package design is one of the key performance problem for future VLSI

circuits. Wtreability is treated m some détail and Rents rule is discussed. Uttecht

and Geffken [8] presented a four-level-metal tnterconnect technology used to wire

high-density/ high performance logic and SRAM chip designs. Process détails are

described along with the results of standard electrical tests and reUabUity stresses.

Rayapati and Mukhedkar [9] confù'med interconnection problems m VLSI Random

Access Memory chip. Mega bit SRAM chip mterconnect problems were identified.

A multi-level tnterconnect approach is proposed to over-come on-chip

interconnection problems.

Coulton et al [10] addressed some fundamental issues on metaUization in

VLSI. MetaUization and conductors are critical part of the VLSI chip, and can set

Umits on future down-scaling of integrated circuits. Due to decreasing latéral and

vertical dimensions, interconnections are rapidly becoming a major problem in

terms of device yield/ reUability, signal delay tmie, and inter-device interactions.

The authors discussed how interconnect limitations wiU affect fhe scalmg of

advanced devices. A number of issues regarding the interconnection technologies

that wiU be required for future ULSI circuits were discussed.

Grosspietsch et al [11] had proposed a spécial reconfiguration scheme for
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stand-by memory Systems. It involves convendonal reconfiguradon to replace

faulty chips. It fails to detect aU transition faults m the main memory. The

proposed scheme is not cost effective for VLSI implementation. Gray [12] has

described about an architecture that is capable of performing self-reconfiguration

at the module level. This capabiïity has been exploited to implement a spécial

purpose architecture.

Raghavendra [13] has presented détails of computer Systems with large

number of processors whlch cause major reUability problems. One solution to this

problem is to bufld redundant communication paths using reconfiguration in

computer network design. Lowrie and Kent Fuches [14] have developed an

approach to the design of reconfigurable tree architecture. The spare processors

are aUocated usmg the sub-tree oriented fault tolerance(SOFT) approach. This

approach is more reliable than the previous approaches and is capable of toleratmg

Unk and switch faUures for both single cHp and multichip tree unplementation

wiùle reducmg redundancy in terms of both spare processors and links. The

author [15] proposed a new modular fanlt tolérant VLSI paraUel processor

architectures with dynanùc redundancy. The proposed architectures significantiy

mcrease reliability and yield. The Umitadon is the speed réduction in the processor

due to inhérent architectural deficiencies. The literatnre survey indicates that there

is no relevant Uterature avaiïable on dynandc reconfiguration architectures.

From the Uterature review/ it is évident that fhe following research problems

pertaintng to mega bit SRAMs have not been analyzed:



l) Multi-layer mterconnect capacitance modeUmg mcludmg all parasitic

capacitance/ frmging capacitance and coupling capacitance effects.

2) Multi-layer interconnect delay modelltng related to SRAM device and

device load effects. There is no closed-form solution avaiïable in the

literatuie.

3) Multi-layer intercoimect related BiCMOS SRAM chip package capacitance

and inductance models were not reported in the literature.

4) High speed circuit design techniques related to multi-layer interconnects

and performance impact on mega bit SRAM design were not addressed in

the Uterature.

5) Dynamic Reconfiguration techniques pertaùung to SRAMs have not been

addressed either at the chip level or at the device level in the Uterature.

6) Rapid root cause test technique for high density VLSI circuits have not been

found in the literature. In particnlar, for SRAMs fhere is no relevant

information available in the Uterature smvey.

The Uterature survey indicates that not much work has been done

pertaùung to performance modeUing and analysis of CMOS/ BiCMOS, and GaAs

mega bit SRAMs. The présent work focuses on multi-layer mtercoimect modelling,

mterconnect delay modeUing, multi-layer interconnect related chip package

modeUing, high speed circuit design techniques, dynamic reconfiguration methods,

rapid root cause test technique and performance évaluation for mega bit CMOS

and BiCMOSSRAMs.
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1.3 Research Problem and Scope

The ultra-high speed SRAM is now the target of competing technologies

such as GaAs/ BiCMOS/ CMOS/ and Bipolar. The Systems on siïicon concept

demand is increasmg for high speed, high density SRAMs. As the device

complexity increases/ device dimensions are scaled-down proportionately. Mega bit

SRAM requires very high density, which in tum/ increases chip size and lowers the

yield. Reduced operating voltage is one of the key driver for new high speed circuit

design mnovations. AU the above mentioned issues have created an increasing

number of device and circmt problems that make it more and more difficult to

achieve high density, high-performance SRAMs.

Major concems in high speed SRAM design are not lumted to SRAM^s

themselves but also include multi-layer intercoimect design/ packagmg technology/

performance, reliabUity and cost. The motivation for this research is to develop

CMOS and BiCMOS SRAM performance models and analyzing SRAM performance

issues pertaining to multi-layer interconnects, multi-layer interconnect delay/ high-

speed circuit design methods/ dynamic reconfiguration at fhe device and chip

level/ and rapid root cause test technique development.

Early research in the SRAM design field did not address many performance

problems related to mnlti-layer mterconnects, high-speed design approaches/

dynamic reconfiguration and rapid root cause test method. There is very limited

literature avaUable in this area of research. However/ in order to achieve high
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performance/ high-speed, high density and high reUabUity for SRAMs there is a

defmite need to investigate performance modeUing and analysis aspects to fuiïiU

future application requirements.

The objectives of this research work are discussed and stated as foUows:

l) To develop mega bit CMOS/ BiCMOS SRAM chip performance models and

analysis.

2) To mvestigate high speed circuit design techniques for BiCMOS SRAMs.

3) To develop dynamic reconfiguration schemes for mega bit SRAMs and

provide device reUabiUty performance comparisons with other existing

methods.

4) To develop integrated root cause test technique for mega bit SRAMs. In

order to improve device reUabUity and eUminate/prevent manufacturmg

related faUure mechardsms and failure modes.

The above mentioned research objectives are supported through original

research papers. Each research paper presented m this thesis fulfiUs one spécifie

research problem in détail. Thèse research papers provide a systematic approach

for problem formulation/ model development/ expérimental validation/ performance

analysis results and applications for future mega bit SRAMs.

1.4 Organization of Dissertation

The dissertation structure is based on the original research papers presented

m this thesis. The contents of fhis thesis have been organized mto even chapters.
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Each research paper is presented as one chapter m the thesis. The format and

contents of each chapter is based on the research paper structure.

In chapter 2/ muld-layer intercormect capacitance model is presented for

mega bit SRAMs. Interconnect problems and performance issues were addressed.

Expérimental studies of 1-Mb SRAM chip are discussed.

In chapter 3/ multi-layer interconnect delay model related to SRA.M device

and load effects are presented. A closed-form solution for multi-layer mterconnect

propagation delay is developed. Expérimental validation of the propagation delay

model for a 16-Mb SRAM chip is presented.

In chapter 4/ High speed circuit design techniques for BiCMOS SRAMs

related to multi-layer interconnects and performance analysis détails are presented.

In chapter 5/ a novel dynamic reconfiguration scheme for mega bit SRAM

is proposed. A reliabiUty model is presented to vaUdate the proposed

reconfiguration scheme.

In chapter 6, two dynamic redundancy schemes are proposed and analyzed.

Design considérations and performance évaluation of a fault-tolerant BiCMOS

SRAM is presented. A case study of 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip is invesdgated and

results are provided.

In chapter 7, a rapid root cause test technique for mega bit SRA.M chip is

presented. A 1-Mb CMOS SRAM chip root cause test results are provided.

Research results and conclusions are presented. Future research

recommendations in the area of CMOS/ BiCMOS and GaAs mega bit SRAM
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performance modeUing and analysis are addressed.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper is to analyze mterconnection problems in the

mega bit Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) chip. A multi-layer interconnect

capacitance model is developed for mega bit SRA.M chip. Interconnecdon effects

on SRAM device performance parameters such as propagation delay, speed/ power

consumption, and noise characteristics are analyzed. A case study of l Mb SRAM

chip interconnection problems is discussed. A multi-layer mterconnect approach

is proposed for SRAMs to overcome on-chip mterconnection difficulties.

Implementing a triple layer mterconnect approach the wire length and chip size

were reduced to 69% and 58% respectively. Maximum access time of 30.8 ns with

l W at 100 C and wafer yield as high as 10% is achieved. Expérimental results of

multi-layer interconnections for l Mb SRAM are provided. The analysis results are

found to be very useful for future mega bit SRAMs.
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2.1 WTRODUCnON

Effective utiUzation of very high speed Static Random Access Memories

(SRAMs) requtres the development of a suitable advanced mterconnection

technology. The interconnection technology used in high performance SRAM

System configured with thèse high speed integrated circuits should be compatible

with the foUowing parameters: propagation delay, speed/ power consumption and

noise characteristics. The intégration of a large number of components on a single

SRAM chip requtres sophisticated interconnections to nùmmize signal delays,

power consumption, and smitdtaneously optimize the packaging density.

Interconnections play a vital rôle in the mega bit SRA.M chip packaging design

because of cross talk/ electromagnetic mterference/compatability, reflections/ and

noise characteristics. Packaging density dépends on the mterconnect wire

dimensions, and spacing between the adjacent conductors. Interconnect design for

SRAMs dépends on the dimensional tolérance of the mterconnect wires and

sélection of dielectric material. Low dielectaric constant materials usage for

interconnects improve signal propagation characteristics and provides compatabUity

with standard SRAM device manufacturing process. Silicides and polymides are

attractive candidates for high density interconnect technology [l]/ because of their

low dielectric constant values and excellent Ûiermal stabiUty properties.

The need for high-speed, high-density static RAMs (SRAMs) is rapidly

mcreasmg. Mega bit SRAMs enhance fhe System performance of computers, micro-
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computers, work stations, and high speed test Systems. In the mega bit SRAM chip

design era, interconnections have major importance. Today, a mega bit SRAM chip

contains not only a memory circuit/ but also contains a good part of an entire

memory System. A complex l mega bit SRAM chip offers no flexibUity in SRAM

ceUs and associated circuits. This ùnplies that mterconnects limits the density of

active devices and causes propagation delay/ speed/ power consumption and noise

problems [2]. The effect of interconnects on mega bit SRAM chip performance is

mvestigated in tfùs paper.

This paper provides performance analysis of multi-layer mterconnections

for mega bit SRAM chip. A multi-layer mterconnect capacitance model is

presented in section 2.2. The multi-layer mterconnect capacitance model is based

on the substrate capacitance and the coupling between adjacent métal Unes m the

mega bit SRAM chip. L-iterconnection effect on SRAM device performance

parameters/ such as propagadon delay, speed, power consumption and noise

parameters are analyzed in section 2.3. A case study of l Mb SRAM chip

interconnection problems is discussed in section 2.4. Performance évaluation of l

Mb SRAM chip with double layer mterconnections and triple layer intercoimections

is présentée! in section 2.5. Expérimental studies of multi-layer mterconnections for

l Mb SRAM is provided in section 2.6. Conclusions and results are provided m

section VII. Advantages of multi-layer interconnections for mega bit SRA.MS are

highUghted.
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2.2 MULTI-LAYER INTERCONNECT CAPAOTANCE MODELLING

In the past mega bit SRAM modelling techniques have concentrated on

device local effects. However/ with the decrease in feature device size/ global

effects are becoming more prominent/ with intercormect capacitance playing a

major rôle in the SRAM chip design. Capacitance modeUing has been reported by

Ward and Dutton [3], using the paraiïel-plate formula for estimatmg capacitances,

resultmg m large error. Mayer [4] developed MOS models and circuit simulation

techniques, that gives approximate results. Shere et al and Oh et al [5,6] provided

methods to calculate thèse parasitic capacitances m which fùûte paraUel conductors

are considered. Balaban [7] calculated the capacitance coefficients of planar

conductors on a dielectric surface ustng the point fittmg method. Silvester et al and

Benedek [8/9] presented capacitances of a planar multiconductor configuration on

a dielectric substrate by a nùxed order finite method. However, for SRAM chip

layout vérification/ the problems with thèse methods are: second-order intégrais

have to be evaluated and the direction of conductors to be identified. Second order

intégrais évaluation wiU take more computmg time, while identification of

conducting direction is an additional difficulty for a practical layout extractor.

In this section/ multi-layer interconnect modeUing and vaUdation is

presented. The physical concept of multi-layer mterconnects are shown in Figure

2.1. In the figure/ for a single metaUization level, the capacitance is composed of

substrate capacitance and the coupling capacitance. The substrate capacitance is
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the oxide parallel-plate C ^ plus the fringing capacitance Ç. In order to evaluate

the fringmg capacitance of a multi-layer interconnect a mathematical model is

developed.

////.'7/7///////7//////y////////,
SubttrKa

Figure 2. l: Capacitance distribution m multilayer interconnections

Multi-layer mterconnect is treated as a three-dimensional System as shown

in Figure 2.2. The ground plane is represented as substrate (i.e., IC wafer) région

l, which is an équivalent représentation of the first metaiïization layer of Figure 2.1.

Région 2 corresponds to the second metallization layer of Figure 2.1. In order to

evaluate the capacitance coefficients of the 3-dimensional multi-layer interconnect,

an intégral équation approach is used. In Figure 2.1 fhe concept of multi-layer

interconnect is considered as a stratified medium with the conducting ground plane

as the substrate and a sandwich of dielectric layers as oxide thickness SiO;/ m
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which the conductors 'float' as shown in Figure 2.2.

Z À

GROUND REGION l(ei)

p(x,y,z)

>r<

REGION 2(E2)

qi(x ,yl,z1)

x
12

Figure 2.2: Capacitance 3-D représentation as a stratified dielectric medium

The intégral équation relating to the electrostatic potential <t(P) to the

charge density o(q) m a chargeless 3-dimensional dielectric medium can be

represented by using Green's theorem,

<&(?)= f G(p,q)a{q)dq
ait charge

(l)

G (p,q) is Green's function, which is physicaiïy the potendal at one point m space

P (x/y/z) due to a unit point charge at another point q (^ y1/ z1). For the multi-

layer mterconnect/ the équation (l) can be rewritten as:

<D/P)=2[f G(p,q-)o,Çq)d^q), J=l,2,...,M
i=r

(2)
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where oi(q) denotes the charge density on the edges of the ith conductor surface

S i solving for Green's fonction and charge density. Now, the potential<I^,(P) can

be written as:

M^-

$^P)=2Sa^,(P), W=l,2,...,L>), W-Ï,2,...,L (3)'' " *»~»"'>J

7=li=l

where Fj,(P) = y^^ G (p,q) fu(q) dlj;(q), and L is the total number of SRAM ceUs

within the SRAM chip

M

L=E^-
7=1

Equadon (3) can be represented in matdx notation as foUows:

FA =J<|) (4)

where F is an L X L matrb< of the single intégrais. The vector AT denotes the set

of unknown coefficients to be determined. The vector<I?=(<t^ <I^/....<I^,) is fhe set

of the M distinct potentials of the multi-layer mterconnects/ while J is an L X M

incidence matrbc of nodes and conductors, m which J,,=l/ if conductor i contams

node ]. Now the capacitance matrix C is defined as:
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Ç=CO, (5)

where Q is the vector of total charge on fhe conductor.

From équations (3) and (5)/ we can have

Ç=JTA (6)

and

A=F-^. (?)

Equation (7) is substituted into équation (6), and comparing with équation (5),

fmally we can get

C=JÎF-1J. (8)

The matrix équation (8) can be solved for the capacitance matrix by any

standard technique.

Validation of the multi-layer interconnect capacitance modeUing is explained

as foUows: the subsfcrate capacitance is the oxide paraUel plate capacitance Ç,^ plus

the fringing capacitance Ç as shown in Figure 2.1. The fringing capacitance can

be calculated by using the above derived multi-layer interconnect capacitance

model. Therefore/ the substrate capacitance is given as

Sc=C^C^ (9)
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The coupling capacitance C^ between the adjacent mterconnects of SRAM

cells is shown m Figure 2.1. The parasitic capacitance Cp effect is considered

between the mterconnects of SRAM cells and other functional blocks of the SRAM

chip. Therefore, the coupUng capacitance is expressed as foUows:

C^-C^C, (10)

For aU practical purposes Ç and C^ are assumed to be of the same order of

magnihide. Equations (9) and (10) can be expressed together as the mterconnect

capacitance Ç given as:

c,-^w^'.T^- (il)
^ ^ T^ S.

ox ~c

where L, W/ S^, T<^/ and T^g are the dùnensions of the mtercoimect as defmed in

Figure 2.1. Eg is fhe dielectric constant of the oxide. V\^ and T^g are fhe correctmg

factors accounting for fringing and coupUng capacitances. For a 2nm line width

and T ^ = 0.575 nm/ C f has been found approximately of the same order of

magnitude as C „„• For multi-layer interconnect capacitance modeUing results are

shown in Figure 2.3(a) and 2.3(b). For métal single layer/ two layers, and frwo level

layers are shown in Figure 2.3(a). Figure 2.3(b) explains the variations of the total

capacitance for Ist layer (Cl), 2nd layer (C2), and 3rd layer as function of the pitch

(W + S).
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Figure 2.3: Capadtanœ m (a) for métal l layer : (l) single Une, (2) multiple Unes,

(3) two levels; The dimensions areT^ =T<,,= l ^m/ W = S=2 ^m

(b) Capacitance variations for first layer (Cl)/ second layer (C2), and

third layer (C3) as a function of thee pitch (W+S)

The fringing term of an isolated Une in the first layer is of the same order

of magnitude as the oxide capadtance. Confomùng V^ is about 2^, however this

term is strongly influenced by the présence of adjaœnt Unes/ so that the total

capacitance of a Une is affected by the proxmùty of another. The second layer has
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less significant impact on the first. When the thickness of both dielectric and

metals are scaled as the square root of À,, the total capacitance per unit length of

the fu-st frwo layers decreases down to Ifim pitches/ whûe the third is almost

constant.

A practical concept is translated into mathematical domam and solved for

capacitance matrix. By solving capacitance matrix, multi-layer interconnect

capacitance values are calculated. The calculated muld-layer mterconnect

capacitance values are compared with the actual multi-layer design parameter. The

results presented in Figure 2.3(a) and 2.3(b) are in agreement with theoretical

calculations. Hence, the proposed multi-layer interconnect capacitance model is

validated through practical SRA.M design problem.

2.3 EFFECT 0F INTERCONNECTS ON SRAM DFVICE

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

(a) Propagation delay

The analysis of a SRAM ceU shows that the propagation delay is the sum

of the mtrinsic delay associated with the device switching and the two transition

tùnes ti and t;, involvmg the device access network and the loading éléments. A

sùnpUfied chaige-control équivalent circuit concept is used to give a reasonable

insight into the performance of a SRAM cell matrix.

The transition tùnes t^ and t; can be written as follows:
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ti = (Fo (CTI + 2 Q) + Co + Fo . Qv) (Von - VTH) l I^-puU-down

t, = (Fo (C7I + 2 Q,) + Q, + Fo . Qv) (V,, - Voû l I^-puU-up

^max pull-down is the maximum current delivered by the puU-down device, l

pull-up device/ Fo is the fan-out number, Cw is the interconnect capacitance per

fan-out and C o is the device output capacitance. The propagation delay of

loaded Complementary Métal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) SRAM cell and can

be derived from the above expressions. Assuming the logic threshold voltage is at

half swing propagation delay of a SRAM ceU and is expressed as:

CyAV
vpd VT 2Z/AF/2)

Cr = (C + C^) FQ + CQ means the total load capacitance and 1^ is the current across

the mverter biased at the logic threshold. An extra interconnecdon delay must be

added to the total ctrcmt delay, the propagation delay is given as

,^^Ly^.(F'-c^c'^
"pd "T- y^^o- •v ç

ox

The L/W term is significantly tnfluenced for small inverter load with long

interconnecting Unes in the SRAM chip. Then tp^ is highly dépendent on Q^ and

varies quite linearly with gate oxide thickness as shown in Figure 2.4. The figure

shows propagation delay as a function of oxide thickness for 0.3nm chaimel
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Figure 2.4: Influence of load capacitance on the device delay time as a function

of oxide thickness for 0.3 p.m channel transistors.

(b) Power dissipation

The static power dissipation P^ is extremely low m full CMOS based SRAM

designs (leakage current < l nA per gate). The dynamic power dissipation

however/ has a significant impact on SRAM circuits/ which opérâtes continuously

dependmg upon the application. The power dissipation is expressed as

Pa=^C^]V2^D^
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The SRAM chip is assnmed to have an N logic gates with an average fan-

out Fg. When the circuit is operating at higher frequencies (for example >50 MHZ)

then the dynamic power consumption of CMOS SRAM chip increases to high level

unless the duty cycle can be kept low. Therefore/ dynamic power consumption is

dépendent on operatmg frequency f^. and speed of SRAM device. The interconnects

influences the dynamic power consnmption in the SRAM chip.

(e) Speed

In addition to the intrinsic device characteristics/ the power supply Y^ is

of prime ùnportance for the speed of the SRAM chip because it plays a major rôle

in the device carrent. There is a strong pressure towards the use of lower voltages.

This approach may drasticaUy reduce the speed of CMOS SRAM's. The speed of

SRAM is a fonction of intrinsic gate delays, interconnects induced delays and

power supply voltage. The dependence of access tune on supply voltage is shown

in Figure 2.5. Therefore, mterconnects play a vital rôle m the operational speed of

the mega bit SRAM chip.
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Address Access Time IAA ( ns )

Figure 2.5: Access time versus supply voltage Vcc

(d) Noise margin

In a complex l mega bit SRAM chip, many sources of noise conld cause the

SRAM chip malfunction/ and provide erroneons outputs. In général, noise could

be classified mto AC noise and DC noise. DC noise ranges from DC level offsets,

voltage drop on power supplies or signal Unes due to DC current loading which

produces noise spikes whose puise widths are longer than the propagation delay.

AC noise spikes have puise widths shorter than the logic gate delay. Noise spikes

could be generated by capacitive coupling between signal lines caused by the

transistor chargmg and discharging of large load capacitances. In the mega bit

SRAM chip, mput/output buffers are potential sources of this kmd of noise. A

typical noise spectrum for a multi-layer interconnect is shown in Figure 2.6. In the

case of multi-layer mterconnects, the coupling capacitance and the frmging
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capacitance causes noise problems in the mega bit SRAM chip.

RAHCEl -B dBV STATUSi PAUSEO
*• MATH Sa»>T<MAC-2 / Ml-21 RUS, S OVLO

START. l Hz
X. 10 Ht

BW, 187.3 «Mx
y. -1.13. ja rie <v>

STOP. 51 Hï

Fisure 2.6: Noise spectrum for multilayer intercoimecdons

2.4 INTERCONNECnON PROBLEMS IN l MEGA BrT SRAM CfflP

Intercormections in the mega bit SRAM chip will introduce propagation

delays/ noise fa-ansients/ reduce speed, high power consumption/ low packaging

density problems. Mega bit SRAM chip intégration density dépends on the choice

of mterconnection technology. In the mega bit SRAM design/ interconnects

consume more power than the active devices. Interconnects induced AC and DC

noise transients/ which can affect the SRAM device functional performance.
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Interconnects mtroduce significant propagation delays/ which intem reduces mega

bit SRAM device speed. Intercormects Umit the density of SRAM cells placement

withm SRAM chip, compUcates routing of SRAM cells, and reduced yield are also

considered to be potential problems. The above-mentioned problems have

sigiuficant impact on the mega bit SRAM device performance. Therefore, there is

a defmite need to investigate mterconnection problems m the l Mb SRAM chip and

improve performance. In order to analyze interconnection problems/ a case shidy

of l Mb SRAM chip mterconnection problems and performance issues is evaluated

m this section.

The functional block diagram of l mega bit SRAM cHp architecture is

shown m Figure 2.7(a). The memory cell array is divided into 16 sections. Each

section consists of 512 word Unes and 128 bit Unes. Nine address buffers in the

upperside to receive row address signais and send only bar signais to the row

predecoders. Eight address buffers in the bottom side to receive coliunn address

signais and send only bar signais to the coltunn predecoders. The row decoder is

placed every two sections. The sense amplifier and fhe write data driver crrcuits

are placed every 16 bit Unes. The same Unes are used for the sense amplifier

oufrput Unes and write data driver input Unes.
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Figure 2.7 (a): Functional block diagram for 1-Mb SRAM

The SRAM ceU layout is shown in Figure 2.7(b). The layout of the memory

ceU is based on PMOS transistor load. Multi-layer interconnect approach is used

in this SRAM architecture. The SRAM has a single alumimun and triple-level

polysilicon (mcludmg polycide) twm-weU CMOS technology. The first polysilicon

forms gate électrodes of the ceU driver transistors and the word Unes. The second

polysilicon is used for fhe PMOS transistor loads and the Y, lines. The third

interconnect layer of smdde is used as the ground Unes and upper word Unes. The

bit Unes are formed by aluminum.
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Figure 2.7 (b): SRAM ceU layout

A cross sectional view of the memory ceU is shown in Figure 2.7(c). The p

+ drain of the PMOS transistor is dù-ectly connected to the n+ polysilicon through

a contact hole formed above the buried contact région. The cnrrent-voltage

characteristics of a P-njunction between jî polysilicon and n+ polysUicon is inferior

to a diode formed between p+ diffusion and n-type substrate. The polysiïicon

diode characteristic is rather more ohmic fhan the P-n diode. Thus fhe effect of die

polysiUcon diode on the memory cell load device is negligibly small.

Both n-channel and p-channel devices have a lightly doped drain (LDD)

structure. The gate oxide thickness is approximately above 200 A°. This assures

reliabUity against hot-carrier tnduced device dégradation.
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Figure 2.7 (e): Cross-sectional view of SRAM memory ceU

The high-resistivity polysiïicon résister has been used as a SRAM ceU load

device for more than 10 years. But with increasing memory ceU density/ the

required resistivity has become higher and higher. The result is a lower yield due

to a smaUer margin between load citrrent and leakage current m the memory ceU.

A fuU-CMOS memory ceU is idéal for this problem. However/ it requires larger

memory cell area and consequently leads to larger die size. TUs also lowers yield.

Multi-layer tnterconnect approach is fhe solution to this problem. Multi-layer

interconnect approach mcreases the complexity of SRAM chip. Multi-layer

interconnects wiU have sigiuficant usage in the future mega bit SRAMs and

DRAMS.

2.5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 0F l Mb SRAM WITH MULTI-

LAYER INTERCONNECTION

The characteristics of the l Mb SRAM is evaluated through SPICE program
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ustng a high speed simulation System HP9000. Typical distributions of the address

access time (t^) of the Mb SRAM with triple-level and the double-level

interconnection technologies are shown in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b), respectively. In

the test simulation/ a gaiïopmg test pattern is used. By applying the tariple-level

mterconnection/ the maximum t^ is reduced from 35 ns to 25 ns.
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Figure 2.8: Access time comparison for mega bit SRAM's with multilayer

interconnections
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Based on a simple interconnection model/ the improvement m the maxùnnm

tacc is exammed. We assumed that interconnect capacitance per unit length is the

same for all the cases of (l) between fhe Ist and the 2nd level interconnections/ (2)

the 2nd and the 3rd/ and (3) the Ist one and substrate/ and it is denoted by C. We

also assumed the same résistance per unit length for each level métal/ which is

denoted by R. The wiring length for the Ist and 2nd level are denoted by ^ and

X?2 respectively. The delay time ti through signal Une G-^ + C.^ for double-level

mterconnection is written approximately as:

t^(Rl^ +Rl^2cl, +cy =RC(l^l^(2l^l^ (12)

The delay time/ t^, for triple-level intercoimection is given by

t^(Ral^ +Ral^(2cal^ +cal,) =2a2RC(l^ +l^z (13)

where a is a given réduction ratio.

The above équations and the relation Q.-^ ~ Q^ result in the design of l Mb

SRAM/

^»4a(2/3). (14)

Here, the réduction ratio is 69%. So/ we have t^/ti = 64% from équation (3)
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and higher speed is expected. [From Figure 2.14, the maxùnum t^ is roughly

estimated to be reduced to 71% and it is close to the value obtained from équation

(3). Therefore/ it is confirmed that the improvement in the maximum t^ is mainly

achieved by the réduction of the wirmg length.]

The température dependence of the maximum t^ simulation are shown in

Figure 2.9. It is less than 35 ns for fhe outside température range between 25°C

and 100°C. Maximum t^c decreases when increasmg the température. At 100°C

maximum t^ is 30.8 ns with power dissipation of 1W.

s 15
x
j 1°

3«i 80 76 100

CHIP TEMPERATURE (OC)

Figure 2.9: Température dependency of access time for 1-Mb SRAM

High speed and stable opération is accomplished for a wide température

range between 25 and 100°C. From the analysis as expected, a wafer yield as high

as 10% is achievable.
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2.6. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 0F l Mb SRAM CHBP

The purpose of expérimental studies is to cover performance characteristics

of SRAM device through functional vérification, optical microscope and Scannmg

Electron Microscope (SEM) inspection observations pertaming to mterconnect métal

tracks, mterconnect aligrunent, passivation protection to interconnects/ and

interconnect related faUure mechardsms. SRAM Interconnects faUure analysis has

been performed to identify multi-layer interconnect failure mechanisms: step

coverage/ notchmg, electromigradon, and voids usmg SEM expérimental

techniques.

The Micron MT5C1008 SRAM device is chosen for expérimental studies.

The SRAM device functional vérification is discussed m this section. Micron

MT5C1008 SRAM employs high-speed/ low power CMOS design using a four

transistor memory ceU. MT5C1008 SRAM device is fabricated using double-layer

métal, double-layer polysUicon technology. MT5C1008 SRAM device functional

block diagram is shown m Figure 2.10. The flexibility of this design offers dual chip

enable (CE1, CE2) Unes as shown in Figure 2.10. This enhancement can provide

high output ùnpedance and aUows additional flexibUity m System design. Writtng

data into the SRAM device is accomplished/ when write (WE) and CE1 inputs are

both LOW and CE2 is HIGH as shown in Figure 10. Reading data from the SRAM

device is accomplished, when WE and CE2 remam HIGH and CE1 goes LOW as

shown in Figure 2.10. The device offers a reduced power standby mode when
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disabled. This aUows System designers to achieve their low standby power

requirements. Thèse SRAM devices operate from a single +5 V power supply and

all mputs /outputs are fuUy l'IL compatible. The performance characteristics of l

ÎMb SRAM device is evaluated using high speed test sùnulation System HP9000.

Functional test vérification has been performed ustng gaUoping test pattems. l Mb

SRAM with multi-layer interconnects performance analysis results are provided in

section 2.5.
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Figure 2.10: MT5C1008 1-Mb SRAM functional block diagram

Optical and Scaiming Electron Microscope (SEM) instrumentation is used for

muld-layer interconnect faUure analysis exammation. SEM havmg a résolution 250

A and variable magrùfication of 1000 to 5000 X is used to take photographs of

SRAM multi-layer interconnects. The apparatus aUows that the SRA.M device

specùnen can be tilted to a viewtng angle betiveen 0 and 85, and can be rotated

through 360 . This experunental method provides a means of judging the quaUty
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and acceptability of SRAM device multi-layer tnterconnect metaUization on wafers.

It addresses spécifie metaUization defects that are batch process oriented and which

can best be identified and evaluated SRAM performance utilizing this method.

Three Micron MT5C1008 SRAM devices are used for optical and SEM

expérimental investigations. The l Mb SRAM employs high-speed/ low-power

CMOS design using a four-transistor memory cell. The l Mb SRAM chip was

fabricated using a double layer métal, double layer polysiïicon technology. Opdcal

microscope internai visual exammation of l Mh SRAM shows two levels of métal

tracks/ are presented m Figure 2.11. As per the visual inspection, the l Mb SRAM

chip wafer surface is very clean/ and fhe two levels of métal tracks are fine. There

are no voids observed between métal tracks of multi-layer tntercoimects.

Figure 2.11: Optical microscope (100X) pichire showing two levels of métal

tracks in the 1-Mb SRAM ( no voids observed in métal tracks).
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The wafer passivadon fihn for l Mb SRAM mdicates that it has effective

impurity barrier properties/ physicaiïy hard, rugged and has perfect fihn integrity

to protect multi-layer interconnect structure. Optical microscope mtemal visual

examination shows l Mb SRAM passivation has smooth texture on the other end

very weU defined métal mterconnect structure represented in Figure 2.12. SEM

picture shows glassivation layer uruform altiminum step coverage and second level

métal tracks/ presented in Figure 2.13. From the SEM mdicates a notchmg along

lower edges of interconnect tracks. Notchmg has minor impact on l Mb SRAM,

leading to degraded performance with tùne. If the current density is high in the

métal Unes/ then 1/f noise characteristics will also affect the l Mb SRAM chip

performance. The notching gets penetrated into interconnect métal tracks due to

high current density, resnlt in a open circuit condition in the multi-layer

interconnects.
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Fieure 2.12: Optical microscope (400X) showing passivadon texture and métal

interconnect integrity within SRA.M chip

Fieure 2.13: SEM showing passivation layer and second-level interconnect tracks.

Notching observed along lower edges of métal tracks.
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The l Mb SRAM muld-layer interconnects are exanùned for Ist and 2nd

level métal tracks. Good alignment of polysilicon is shown m Figure 2.14. SEM

picture was taken nnder DC current stress condition. The use of current signais

that vary with time can lead to transients m the température of the métal

interconnect line. Thèse transients can be substantial for high current density

stresses. As a result, they can affect the atomic flux prunarily because of the

température effect on the diffusion coefficient whose dependence is of the form (-

E^/KT). Ea refers to the activation energy of the diffusion process. K is the

Boltzman's constant and T is the absolute température. The experùnental

conditions can cause electromigration m the l Mb SRAM chip. From the SEM

picture Figure 2.14, it is clear that there is no electromigration phenomena observed

in the multi-layer tnterconnects.

Figure 2.14: SEM showmg weU-defmed first level métal connections/ and good

aUgrunent of polysUicon visible tracks in the 1-Mb SRAM.
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Optical microscope internai visual examination of mterconnect alignment

of l Mb SRAM is shown in Figure 2.15. The internai visual examination shows

that there are no grain boundaries at the interconnect edges. Therefore, there are

no voids or hillocks observed. SEM picture showmg Ist and 2nd level métal tracks

in the l Mb SRAM is presented in Figure 2.16. Under high current density

conditions in the metaUization tracks on the l Mb SRAM/ there is no tcnpact of

élections on the AL grains. Therefore, no voids are observed. Hence/ open circuit

conditions do not exist m the mterconnects. Optical microscope and SEM

photographs were taken for SRA.M device multi-layer mterconnects, to examine

step coverage, notching, electronugration/ voids, and hiïlocks/ and evaluate

performance impact on the l Mb SRAM device.

Figure 2.15: Optical microscope (400X) pictuie showing good multilayer

interconnect alignment in the 1-Mb SRAM chip
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Figure 2.16: SEM showing first- and second-level métal mterconnect tracks in the

1-Mb SRAM chip

Expérimental observations of l Mb SRAM chip are as follows:

l) The l Mb SRAM chip interconnect length is weU optimized to achieve

optimum propagation delay/ speed/ and power dissipation performance

characteristics.

2) The l Mb SRAM chip layout design mirùmizes crosstalk to reduce the level

of inductance noise coming from random switching of individual memory

cells and associated circuits.

3) AU the mterœnnects are kept at minimum séparation length. This reduces

random fluctuations of the switehing voltage at the contact.

4) The memory cell pardtioning within the l Mb SRAM chip provides equally

distributed power dissipation. This minmùzes the device junction

temperahires.
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5) There is no electromigration problem observed. The multi-layer

mterconnects in the l Mb SRAM are very weU designed/ within the design

lùnits.

6) The SRAM device multi-layer interconnect structure SEM examination

shows that there are no potential mterconnect failure mechanisms observed/

which can lead to device catastrophic failures.

Expérimental observations and data are used to support mega bit SRAM

multi-layer mterconnect performance analysis.

2.7 CONCLUSION

The following mtercoimect problems are anticipated in the mega bit SRAM

chip design, by using conventional interconnect approaches.

l) Interconnections can themselves set some limits on the iiltimate level of

intégration within SRA.M chip.

2) The energy stored in the interconnects led to différent lower limits on the

logic delay times, depending upon whetiier the SRA.M chip is device Umited

or mterconnect limited m its performance.

3) The mterconnect primarily sets lunits on SRAM chip complexity, and

performance.

In this paper a practical multi-layer mterconnect capacitance model is

developed and validated with the achial SRAM design. Interconnections effect on

SRAM device parameters such as propagation delay, power dissipation, speed and
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noise parameters. A case study of l Mb SRAM mterconnections is presented. A

multi-layer interconnect approach is proposed to overcome on-chip mterconnect

problems m the mega bit SRAMs.

l) Muld-layer tnterconnects will provide higher level of intégration within

SRAM chip/ for a given technology.

2) Multi-layer interconnects energy storage can be opttauzed by choosing

différent interconnect layers withm the SRAM chip.

3) Routing and placement of SRAM ceUs within the SRAM chip becomes

sùnpler by using multi-layer interconnects.

4) Mega bit SRA.MS are interconnect Unùted designs/ to overcome SRAM chip

electrical performance problems, multi-layer mterconnect approach is one

of the best solutions to the problem.

5) High density of SRAM ceUs and associated circuits mtegradon is practicaUy

feasible up to several mega bits/ by using the multi-layer interconnects.

6) Multi-layer interconnects wUl provide high packaging density for

feahxre SRAMs and DRAMs.

To reduce the mtercormect capacitance of l Mb SRA.M, a triple-level

interconnection approach is proposed. The wiring length and chip size were

reduced down to 69% and 58% of those of the double métal interconnection.

Maximum t^ of 30.8 ns with l W at 100°C and wafer yield as Ugh as 10% is

achieved. It is confmned that the multi-level métal tnterconnection is very

promismg for realizing the high speed and high yield mega bit SRAMs.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a closed-form expression for CMOS SRAM chip propagation

delay is developed. This aUows accurate calculation of the signal propagation delay

of multilayer interconnects within the CMOS SRAM chip and also takes mto

account the delay of the CMOS SRAM cells driving the branched transmission Une

and fhe driving SRAM cell loadmg aspects of the interconnect Une. Simulation

results are presented to show the accuiacy and efficiency of the propagation delay

model. A case study of 16 MB CMOS SRAM chip performance évaluation is

presented. The proposed closed-form delay expression results in an absolute

maximum error smaUer than 4.8% in comparison with the measured data. The

proposed closed-form expression can be used for various high-speed, high-density

multilayer interconnect SRAMs, DRAMs/ FPGAs/ and ASICs.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

CMOS technology focus on the very large-scale intégration of high-speed

SRAM cells within a single chip. To meet the expectadons of SRAM speed and chip

density/ a number of spécial issues must be addressed in order to develop high-

speed computer memory Systems. Some unportant issues associated with the mega

bit SRAM are : a) modeUing/ b) analyzmg, and e) designing multilayer

mterconnects.

In order to achieve a correct design for mega-bit CMOS SRAMs/ not only

does the logical and geometrical correctness of the SRAM chip layout have to be

verified/ but the signal delays of the interconnect lunes connecting SRAM cells,

sense amplifiers/ column/row decoders and bnffer circuits must be considered as

weU to ensure SRAM chip design functionality. TypicaUy, an aluminum layer is

preferred for long interconnection Unes/ but the branching and crossing of

interconnects force SRAM ceUs to use high résistance polysiïicon layers. Also, the

SRAM cells loading a branched Une and fhe non-linear characteristics of fhe SRAM

ceU driving the interconnect line have to be taken into acconnt in order to satisfy

the accurate timing requirements. Thèse signal propagation delays could be

calculated by modelling the transmission lines appropriately and by applying

circuit simulation techniques. But this approach has certain linùtations when using

semi-custom designed SRAMs. Whose timing must be quickly verified to enable an

mteractive improvement of ceU placement and routing.
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Propagation delay is a vital performance parameter for the SRAM chip

design. Propagation delays introduced by multilayer interconnects within the

SRAM chip are modeled using transmission Une concepts. The transmission line is

usually substituted by an RC Une or an RC tree m the case of a branched line.

Sakurai [l] showed that transmission-line modeUing has many linùtations.

Depending on the SRAM ceU's driving and load conditions/ suitable T orF[ladder

circuit models have to be chosen. The widely-used step L ladder circmt was found

to be a very poor approxùnation/ and better models with three to five step T or

FIladder circuit models have been chosen.n.ladder circuits require considérable

computational effort. Another method, proposed by Penfield and Robmstein et

al. [2]/ is the calculation of upper and lower bounds for the signal wave forms at the

load terminais of an RC tree network driven by an mdependent voltage source.

Application of this approach has shown that fhe boimds can dtffer by more than

30% from the exact step response, so that it is scarcely possible to deduce a

measure for a multilayer mtercormect delay that is sufficiently close to fhe exact

results to be used in an interactive semicustom SRA.M design.

In fhis paper, a closed-form expression for SRAM chip propagation delays

due to multilayer interconnects is developed. The model is based on a delay

approxùnation for an SRAM ceU capacitively loaded with mnltilayer mterconnects.

Numerical results show that the linear delay estimation is valid for the entire range

of SRAM chip capacitive loadrng. Furthermore/ fhis approach is extended to

branched transmission Unes. The nonlinear nature of the driving gate is taken into
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account by applying a fù-st-order transistor model for the SRAM cell. This results

in a closed-form solution formula for the SRAM chip delay estimation, which

aUows accurate prediction using two to three orders of magnitude less computer

time than SPICE simulations. A case study of 16-MB CMOS SRAM chip

propagation delay is mvestigated.

3.2 DEFINmON 0F PROPAGATION DELAY FORTHE SRAM CHIP

Most investigations of SRAM chip signal propagation delays use either

Ehnore's [3] delay defmition or the définition of rise and faU time, i.e. the tùne a

signal needs to change between 10% and 90% of the maximum signal value. Ehnore

[3] has defined a delay Tp as the first moment of the impulse response. This

measure may be efficient for theoretical studies, but it does not provide a good

prediction of the timing behavior of mterconnected MOS SRAM ceUs. Anofher

delay définition is the time required for a response to reach the threshold voltage

of a MOS transistor used m SRA.M ceU design. This kind of définition causes some

problems due to threshold voltage shifts in NMOS circuits with a back-gate bias.

In most applications, acceptable delay définitions can be found by simulatmg

typical driver-gate/Une receiver-gate combinations. Using this approach, Carter and

Guise [4] deftned the propagation delay tiine the 62 % criterion of the average of

puUuig up and puUing down.

In order to over come the problems associated with the above mentioned

delay time defmitions, a practical delay time concept has been proposed in this
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paper. The objective of this research is to propose a delay tùne model, which

represents the SRAM device opération in a practical manner and gives reasonable

results. A closed-form expression for the SRAM ceU delay time has been developed

and validated with expérimental studies.

The analysis of a SRAM ceU [5] shows that the propagation delay is the sum of the

mtrmsic delay associated wifh the device switchtng and the two transition times

ti and t^, involvmg the device access nettvork and fhe loading éléments. A

simplified charge-control équivalent circuit concept is used to give a reasonable

tnsight into the performance of a SRAM ceU matarb<.

The transition tùnes t^ and t^ can be written as foUows:

t, = (Fo (CTC + 2 Q,) + Co + Fo . Q,) (VOH - V,H) l I^-pull-down

t, = (Fo (CTI + 2 C,) + Co + FO . Qv) (V,, - VoJ l I^x-puU-up

1^ puU-down is the maximum current delivered by the pnll-down device/ I^x

puU-up device, Fo is the fan-out nnmber, Çy is the interconnect capacitance per

fan-out and Q, is the device output capacitance. The propagation delay of loaded

Complementary Métal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) SRAM cell and can be

derived from the above expressions. Assunung fhe logic threshold voltage is at haiï

swing propagation delay of a SRAM cell and is expressed as:

Cp AV
tpd = tr + -

21, (AV/2)
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CT = (Cg + Cyv) FQ + Co means the total load capacitance and 1^ is the current across

the inverter biased at the logic threshold. An extra interconnection delay must be

added to the total circuit delay/ the propagation delay is given as

^I^.^(F.-C»+C.)A]
-pd "T- y^o- •V ^

0 - OX

The L/W term is sigmficantly influenced for small mverter load with long

mterconnectmg Unes in the SRAM chip. Then t ^ is Hghly dépendent on Ç and

varies quite linearly with gate oxide thickness.

The parasitic capacitance Cp effect is considered between the

interconnections of SRAM ceUs and other functional block of the SRAM chip.

Therefore/ the coupUng capacitance is expressed as follows:

)X + ^-P

Where Ç; is the coupling capacitance/ Qix is fhe oxide paraUel-plate capacitance

and Cp is the parasitic capacitance. The total capacitance of the SRAM chip is

expressed as:

C=Q+Q:

Where Q is the SRAM cell capacitance. A practical concept is translated mto the

mathematical domam and solved for the total capacitance C associated with the

SRAM chip/ in order to evaluate the chip propagation delay time.

Based on the mterconnected CMOS SRAM ceU simulations/ a delay time
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concept has been proposed [6]. A delay time définition corresponds to a change in

the oufrput signal of 0.7 Voo is presented. The SRAM ceU logic levels cai-i be made

close to VDD and ground. The SRAM ceU logic swrng can result in the same order

of VDD results. If the Vpo is lower than 0.7 value, then the SRAM ceU demonstrates

a hysteresis transfer characteristic and the SRAM ceU can't be able to write or read.

A delay tùne définition corresponding to a change m the output signal of 0.7 Yp

represents the practical device operating characteristics and has been shown to give

reasonable results. In the case of différent pull-up and puU-down conditions/ the

worst case delay tùne is considered. Based on this delay time concept/ a delay time

formula derived m this paper. The proposed delay time formula reduces sigruficant

computational effort and results in qnite accurate delay time predictions for

complex SRAM designs. If necessary, the delay tune définition can be further

improved/ and only modification results m a change of the weighting factors in the

delay time formula derived in this paper.

3.3 TOANSMISSION UNE MODEL FORSRAMCELL MULTILAYER

DsTTERCONNECTS

The split-word-lme memory cell layout is shown in Figure 3.1. The spUt-

word-line cell distributes the word systemadcaUy around the active area and first

polysilicon layers. The spUt-word-line cetl architecture keeps the effective transistor

width stable and avoids the ùnbalance inhérent in a multilayer interconnect layout.

The symmetrical-ceU layout in the SRAM chip aUows low-voltage opération and
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provides immunity from SRAM ceU opération noise. The SRAM cell cross section

is shown in Figure 3.2. The ceU uses 0.5p.m CMOS technology with quintuple

polysUicon and double métal layers. The first polysilicon layer is used for the gate

électrode. The second and fourth layers are used for the PMOS TFT double gates.

The third layer is used for the TFT channel and Vcc Une. The fifth layer is used for

the Vss Une. Four polysUicon layers are œnnected m a contact hole through a

polysiUcon sidewaU contact.

Word Une

Word Une

Figure 3.1: SpUt-word-Une SRAM cell layout
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TFT bottom gate Polyslltcon sldewall contact

Heure 3.2: CMOS SRAM CeU Cross Section

A multilayer mterconnect m the SRAM cell is modeled as a single memory-

ceU-driven transmission Une by a step-voltage source with résistance R y a

distributed Re line with total résistance R and capacitance C (i.e.. Total capacitance

C= Ci + C e, where Q is the SRAM ceU capacitance/ and Ce is the coupling

capacitance associated the mterconnected SRAM ceUs) and a load capacitance Q

as shown in Figure 3.3. In order to sùnplify computational complexity the total

capacitance C takes tnto account SRAM cell capacitance and coupUng capacitance.

For aU practical purposes the frmging capacitance and parasitic capacitance are

assumed to be the same order of magnitude. The fringmg capacitance of an isolated

intercoimect layer is of the same order of magnihide as the oxide capacitance

associated with fhe SRAM ceU. The total capacitance of a Une is affected by the
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proximity of another interconnect. The second layer has less sigmficant impact on

the first. When the thickness of both dielectric and metals are scaled as the square

root of \ the total capacitance per unit length of the first two layers decreases

signtficantly. Where as the third or fourth interconnect layers capacitance remains

constant.

A practical concept is translatée! into the mathematical domam and solved

for delay time associated with the SRAM cell. Mnltilayer interconnects in the

SRAM are considered to be disfaributed RC Une. The SRAM ceU capacitance and

résistance distribution model is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: SRAM ceU capacitance and résistance distribution model

The distdbuted RC Une output step response in the Lapace domain can be

written as:

V^/)/V^ = H(s')lsf (l)

where S' is the complex frequency.

The voltage transfer function for the RC distdbuted Une can be expressed

using [7] as:
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(2)
H(s') = [cos(/g)(l +S/Y^) -ysinOg)(^/)2(Yr+C^)]

(3)l

where g = (s1)2

is the normalized transfer constant and

^=RT/R

c,=c,/c

(4)
s' =sRC =sT

(/ =tlT

are the normaUzed driver résistance, load capacitance/ frequency and time.

Applymg Heaviside's second expansion theorem from [8] and using [l], the

time response can be written as

^/)/^=l+s^~°"( (5)
n-1

where

(-l)n2[(l+Y2r02T)(l-^<4)]2 (6)

(o,)2 [d +Y2rO^)(l +C^ o^) +(ïr+Cr)(l +Yr^o,)]

and the pôles of (l): 0, (^, <^, ........ q, can be deternùned from
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^(..)^^°-c^, »4<^<»-i (7)
(Yr+Cr)o,,2

Sakurai [l] has solved équation (7) numerically. From thèse numerical

results, the higher-order terms of équation (5) can be neglected to get an excellent

approximation for the step response in the rangey.;. and Cj. < l:

Introducing the SRA.M ceU delay time concept tgy = t(Y =0.7 VD^) as stated

W>/^,=1+^-01( (8)

above, calculation of tgy from équation (8) as a function 0^ or C;. shows that it

dépends nearly linearly on bothyT and Cr in the J-^, Ci. < l range.

Consequently, delay can be written as

t'Q.7 "a^^C^a.^^a.^^

where 0^ is equal to 0^ because of équation (8) which is synunetrical myT and Q..

Taking into account that the influence of the driver SRAM ceU is considered

separately, équation (9) reduces to

4.7 =oCi+a;Cr

weighting factor C{ can be determined from équation (9) settmg Ç= Oto 0^ = 0.59,

and factor c^ dépends on Q and increases by 7% between Q. = 0.1 and C,. = l. To

sùnpUfy the analysis, the maximum valueo^ = 1.21 is taken/ resulting m delay time
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error of t'07 which is smaUer than 1.5% m the 0< Cj. ^ l range. Where 107 is the

delay time error conb-ibution resulting from the analysis. Thus we get the

approxùnation

t = 0.59 RC+1.21 RC^. (11)

for the signal delay for a single mterconnect line.

The multilayer interconnect is modeled as a transmission Une with a tree

structure. The branched Une is now decomposed mto single sections with no side

branches within the SRAM cell. Each secdon is placed either with a polysilicon

layer or an aluminum layer. Interconnections laid out m alunùnum are modeled

as capacitances. They can be considered as node capacitances at the nodes between

sectors m poly-layers. For each of thèse mterconnections/ delay time can be

calculated ustng équation (11).

However, for each single mterconnect, the load capacitance Q. now consists

of aU capacitances between the output node of the actual tnterconnect and aU

succeeding nodes loadtng this mterconnect. THs foUows from applying the theorem

of Un and Mead [8], and Corollay [10]. For the SRAM mnltilayer interconnect/ the

C T > l range, where | K^ | / decreases rapidly, as shown in Figure 3.4. Therefore,

K i | exp ( -q t'o 7 ) deviates from the value 0.3, and so équation (8) is no longer

a valid approximation of équation (5). On the other hand, the nnmerical results

shown in Figure 3.5, which were obtained by solvtng the partial differential

équations/ show a linear dependence of tgy from the Ç. Thus, the above
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approximation can be m the C^. > l range, but K.i can no longer be understood as

the variable defined m équation (6). 11 is mterpreted as the constant value

^ = KI ( C T = l) = -1.14, which leads to the new approximation expressed as

follows:

V^IV^ =l-1.14e'°l(CT)(' (12)

From équation (12) it is understood thato^ is constant. Thus équation (11) is

validated.

IKll

l^le~ait'o.7

_^_

0-

fKjfe'^'o.? '^<

0.1 / 10 100 1000
•f= — .CT

Figure 3.4: Effect of Pôles on delay approximation
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RT=0,5

RT=0,2

200 300

Figure 3.5: Capacitive load effect on SRAM cell delay numerical results

The resulting estimation for the delay t'gy can be seen in Figure 3.4., showing that

\K~ | exp ( - Oi t'oy) is sUghtly smaller than 0.3 for CT> l and increases up to 0.32

for the C ^ »!.. Consequently, équation (12) can be expected to give reasonable

results for all possible values of CT.

Furthermore, équation (12) can be interpreted as the step response of a

suitable RC circuit with an mitiaUy charged capacitor. This allows to apply the

theorem of Un and Mead [9]/ which states that the total delay of a path in a tree

netivork is given by the sum of the delays of the single portion of the unique path

befriveen the input and the actual output. Therefore/ the total delay of a path with

K sections between the input node of the branched transmission Une and an output

node can be written as
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t^ = S ^(0.59C,+1.21SC^)
v=l ^

where Cy is the capacitance of transmission line interconnectU and C^ denotes the

capacitances between the output node of section D and aU succeeding branches

loading the interconnect.

3.4 SRAM CELL LOAD DRIVER PROPAGATION DELAY MODEL

The load of each SRA.M ceU branch of the transmission Une is effected by

the input capacitance of the driven SRAM cell. Since the non-linearity of the MOS

SRAM cell capacitance dépends on the SRAM ceU voltage, the load can be modeled

with sufficient accuracy by a constant capacitance

c^(w^.w^c^ (14)

where W/ L are the width and length of SRAM ceU load and driver transistor of

the driven CMOS SRAM ceU. cL denotes the oxide capacitance per unit area.

Load capacitance Ç, can be mcluded m équation (13), thus it is taken as term CH.

To model the propagation delay of the drivmg SRAM ceU/ the SRAM cell

is mterpreted as an additional RC circuit that represents the first portion of the

transmission nefrwork. This ùnpUes that the effecdve load capacitance Ç need to

be calculated from the SRAM cell delay includes not only the SRAM ceU output

capacitance Cp but also the total capacitance Çgt/ which is much larger than Q). The
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nonltnear portion of the resulting capacitance can be ignored without sigrdficant

capacitance errors.

Hence

CL -C^A^C^P^C^A^C^P^C^ (15)

where Ap and Pp denote the dram area and length of drain jimction parameter,

C A / C are the drain juncdon capacitance per unit area/perimeter of fhe PMOS

and NMOS transistors.

To calculate the propagation delay of the SRAM ceiï driver/ a first order

model [10] is used for the dram-source ipg m fhe triode région and at saturation:

D̂Sn

IDS

± P [(VGS - 7r) VDS - -^1. tnode rcgion
2 " ~ (16)

(V^-Vf)
± p U1J^ —i— , saturation

where the positive sign is valid for NMOS/ and the négative sign for PMOS/ with

H denottng the carrier mobiïities

ft^C^W/L (l?)

which gives différent values for the NMOS and PMOS transistors.

A memory cell layout illustrating the driver transistor is shown in Figure

3.1. Driver-equivalent circuit models are shown in Figure 3.6. which represents the
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pull-up phase of a CMOS mverter with mput Y; = O/ we get

dV^
c,^^ dt

'ppp(^+^p)2 (18)

in the saturation région/ and

dV. V^2
c^ =P,K^+W^-^)-(^--f-] (19)

m the triode région. Integrating équation (17) from \ = 0 to Vo = -V^, (Umit of

sahiration région) and équation (18) from V, = -V-^p to Vg = 0.7 VDQ (triode région)

yields the driver propagation delay time

e,- "L
llp ~T.

'p

/_fl7-20|7,J/K
l^rpl ^^y-yi^i/^

(^-l^l2) 2(^-1^1)
(20)

GeneraUy, a SRA.M ceiï-driver circuit is designed to generate a symmetric

signal with Tjp = Tjn. K not, the result is a worst case estimation. Thus the total

delay of the driver/branched transmission Une and SRAM cell-load combination

is given by

Î0.7 =t0.7+max{Vh} (21)
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W^GS.^ IDS^GS^DS^

VDD^ C^o ^C^c
a) b)

Figure 3.6: SRA.M cell driver models for (a) PuU-up and (b) PuU-down

3.5 EXPERDVffiNTAL VAUDATION 0F TEffi PROPAGATIONDELAY

MODEL FOR A 16-MB CMOS SRAM CfflP

A. Chip Architechire for a 16-MB CMOS SRAM chip

The 16-MB CMOS SRAM chip functional block diagram is shown in Figure

3.7. The memory ceU array is divided mto four blocks with two global row

decoders. Each block is divided mto eight sections/ and each section has 16 internai

I/O bus pairs. The 16 I/O bus pairs are divided into two groups. Each group of

data bus Unes runs along the side of the memory cell arrays and is optunized by

placrng the I/O terminais on both sides of the array.

In high-density SRAM/ the distance between the extemal voltage termmals

and fhe output buffers gives rise to a parasitic ùnpedance fhat causes noisy

opération. This effect is distance-dependent and can be eUminated by choosing pin

assigmnents that place the extemal voltage and output terminais together in the

centre of the upper and lower sides of the cell array. The selected data-bus layout
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divides the bus mto two groups to fit the new power supply and output terminai

pairs. The divided data-bus layout is also facUitated by means of using

mterdigitated bit Unes.

The mterdigitated bit-line architecture for the 16-MB CMOS SRAM is shown

m Figure 3.8. Four pairs of bit Unes form one group. The first and second pairs are

connected to the lower data bus Unes and the third and fourth to the upper data

bus Unes. Each two pairs of bit Unes are connected to the data bus on either side

of the memory ceU array. The I/O terminai for each data bus tme is placed on the

same side as the connection.

Upper 8
data buses

Lower 8
data buses

Figure 3.7: 16-Mb CMOS SRAM fimctional block diagram
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^ fast »d second pai. of bit Bnes h.ve a colu», access gate on the

reduces the colu^, ,ccess gate spacing by hdf. Ms leaves ,oo» for write-con^

load c».^ on Ae oppo* side to the colun» access ^. ^e ^e<ont,ol

load cteute are tatended to ^ove the Access toe ^ Ae cycle. In high-

den.^ SKAH U,e b. Une ,s .0 long .0 .e c^ed up ^y „ onty one end-

load- ^ —ue cycle. ^ proposed write-con.rol W ,s sho™ „ F^e 3.9, and

enables Nation of fte Write cur,ent ^Ue .Uow.ng , fa^ u,Hne puHup
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because of the load on both ends of the bit Une.

Y.WE —^ — i—|F Write
^ "-1 controlload

WR

D D

Figure 3.9: Write control load circuit for the 16-Mb SRAM

The hierarchical sense ampUfier [11] shown in Figure 3.10, has been used

to reduce the data bus voltage ampUtude. The data bus is connected to the outputs

of 32 local sense ampUfiers and to the mput of a Current Sense Amplifier (CSA).

The local sense amplifier consists of a Data Level Shifter (DLS), and a latched

cascaded sense amplifier (LSA). This structure enables a reduced parasitic

capadtance from a column gate to the latched cascaded sense amplifier. The resnlt

is a short delay time in the latched cascaded sense amplifier with a fast reduced

amplihide data bus.
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Reduced voltaae
amplitude data bu

l Latchedsense amplifier fi/oîiiÏuitl

ll Current sense amplifier

Figure 3.10: Hierarchical Sense Amplifier for the 16-Mb SRAM

The CMOS SRAM ceU RC delay as a fonction of interconnect length and

width simulations have been performed to optinùze performance and mterconnect

density for the 16-Mb SRAM chip. Sunulation results for the SRAM cell RC delay

as a fonction of interconnect length and width are presented in Figure 3.11 (a) and

3. 11 (b) respectively.
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Figure 3.11(a): SRAM cell RC delay as a function of interconnect line width
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Figure 3.11(b): SRAM cell delay as a function of mtercomiect length simulation
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B. Theoretical propagation delay computation for a 16-MB SRAM chip using the

proposed model

The 16-MB SRAM chip shown m Figure 3.7, is used for validatmg the

propagation delay model presented m dus paper. The SRAM chip consists of the

foUowmg circuits: address bnffer/ decoders, memory ceU arrays/ sense ampUfiers/

write/read-control circuitry, data buses and output buffers. In this SRAM^ chip,

each polysUicon section of a Une is modeled by a five-stepn ladder circuit. The

theoretical calculation pordons of the multilayer mterconnect line laid out with

aluminum layers were modeled as a capacitance. The eqxuvalent model of fhe 16-

Mb SRAM chip using the branched transmission Une concept is shown in Figure

3.12. The SRAM chip consists of 11 sections of polysilicon layers and 8 sections of

aluminum layers. Each section is again subdivided into correspondmg interconnect

structures within the device. In spite of the wide range in capacitance C 7, from 3.6

fF up to a value of 178.4 fF for the sections between nodes 3 and 5, the total error

is smaUer than 2% of the actual delay. The calculated delay between node 0 and

the load is shown in Table 3.1. As can be expected from the approximation, fhe

delay estimation has a négative error for short interconnect Unes, which includes

the fact that the Q is in the lower range. For long transmission Unes/ the average

Cr exceeds l, which results in a positive error. MATLAB is used to compute thèse

propagation delay calculations for the 16 MB SRAM chip. Other examples using the

same model at the chip lowest circuit level has shown that the absolute delay time

error for the 16-MB SRAM chip is smaUer than 4.8%. TheoreticaUy computed total
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propagation delay for the 16-MB SRAM chip is 15.72 ns.
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Figure 3.12: 16-Mh SRAM chip équivalent bt'ansnùssion Une model for multi-

layer mterconnects

Table 3.1: Calculated propagation delay results

Node

4

12

17

20

Theoreticaiïy computed
propagatkm delay

10.31 ns

12.94 ns

13.75 ns

15.35 ns

. SPICE - Simulated
propagation delay

10.50 ns

12.94 ns

13.73 ns

15.30 ns

Error

-1.96%

0%

+ 0.17%

-0.41%
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C. SPICE simulations for the 16-MB CMOS SRAM chip propagation delays

In order to evaluate the overall propagation delay of the 16-MB SRAM chip,

SPICE simulations were carried out using 0.5 nm CMOS technology. The CMOS

Twin-well process-related parameters are presented in Table 3.2. The chip design

is based on 0.5 (im rule and CMOS with qumtuple polysUicon double métal layers.

The n-channel transistor gate is O.Sfim long, the p-channel gate is 0.5 nm long, and

the gate oxide is 11 mn thick. The TFT gate length, width and thickness are 0.5 (im,

0.3 nm/ and 25 nm respectively. The 16-MB SRA.M chip has been partidoned mto

subcircuits: SRAM cell matrix sense ampUfiers, column/row decoders and buffer

circuits. Each subcircuit simulation was performed separately. The summation of

aU subcircnit propagation delays results in an overaU chip propagation delay. The

total propagation delay of the 16-MB SRAM chip is about 15.3 ns.

Table 3.2: 16-Mb CMOS SRAM process parameters used for sicnidation

PROCESS TECHNOLOGY .

Gate length

Gate oxide thickness
TFT'gate length / width
TFT gate oxide thickness

0.5 /xm design rule
CMOS
5 polysilicon layers
2 Métal layers

0.4 ij.m (NMOS)
0.5 /un (PMOS)

10 nm
0.5 /xm/0.3 /xm '

23 nm
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D. Propagation delay measurements for the 16-MB SRAM chip

In order to evaluate the propagation delay for the 16 MB SRAM chip/

practical measurements were taken ustng the simple test setup providing the input

address to the chip and observed data output through the logic analyzer. Address

access time is about 15 ns/ when the référence voltage level is 1.5 V and the output

is terminated by two resistor loads and a 30 pF capacitor.

The 16-MB SRAM used interdigital bit-Une architechire, a reduced voltage-

amplitude data bus, a latched sense amplifier, and a current sense amplifier, and

provides a propagation delay for the overaU chip of about 15 ns. The 16-IVTb SRA.M

chip waveforms of address input and data output is shown in Figure 3.13.

Address input

Data output

-15 ns-

Figure 3.13: 16-Mb SRAM chip waveforms of address tnput and data output
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3.6 CONCLUSION

A closed-form expression for the CMOS SRAM chip propagation delay has

been developed. Numerical results shows that the linear delay estimation is valid

for the entire range of SRAM chip capacitive loading. Furthermore/ aU the

multilayer mterconnections were modeled as transmission Unes with a branched-

tree architecture. The closed-form propagation delay expression results m an

absolute maxmuun error smaUer than 4.8% m comparison with fhe measured data.

Theoretically computed propagation delay values for the SRAM chlp results in an

absolute maxùnum error smaller than 2% in comparison with fhe SPICE sitnidation

results. The proposed closed-form expression for signal delay estimation provides

accurate predicdons for high-density, high-speed SRAMs. The proposed closed-

form expression can be used for various high-speed, high-density midtilayer

integrated circuits, SRAMs, DRAMs/ FPGAs and ASICs.

The closed-form expression reduces significant computational effort and

results in quite accurate delay time predictions for complex SRAM designs.
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ABSTRACT

In order to improve mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs performance, high speed

circuit design techniques need to be mvestigated. The objective of this paper is to

présent high speed circuit design techniques for mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs and

performance évaluation. Address transition détection, divided word ttne, dynanùc

double word Une/ pulsed word Une/ dynamic bit-Une loads/ and hierarchical

decoding circuit design techniques for BiCMOS SRAMs are discussed. A 1-Mb

BiCMOS SRAM chip architecture is proposed based on thèse high speed cu-cuit

design techniques. Electrical performance of 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM has been

evaluated. Performance analysis results indicate fhat speed has been ùnprovéd by

21% ustng high speed cù'cuit design techniques/ in comparison with the

conventional BiCMOS SRAM designs. Power reduced by about 10 %. High speed

circuit design techniques are very useful for future mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs and

DRAMs.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

High performance computer Systems require large scale, high speed Static

Random Access Memories (SRAMs). In récent years, sub-micrometer BiCMOS

technologies have helped SRAMs to ùnprove memory density and performance [1-

4]. Because BiCMOS SRAMs contain both bipolar devices and CMOS devices/ they

are easiïy adjusted to both ECL and TTL interfaces. High speed ECL I/O SRAMs

are indispensable m main memories of mainframe computers and super computers/

and TTL I/O SRAMs operating with microprocessors at low supply voltage are

required for high performance work stations. In order to meet both of thèse

performance requirements, there is a defmite need to mvestigate high speed circuit

design techniques for BiCMOS SRAMs.

The objective of this research work is to investigate high speed circuit

design techniques for BiCMOS SRAMs. In order to improve speed, density/ and

reduce power consumption of BiCMOS SRAMs the followmg design issues have

been considered:

l) How to reduce signal delay tune of the word line

2) How to improve sense amplifier speed

3) How to reduce noise caused by the output circuit

4) How to provide signal level conversion

5) How to reduce power consumption

In order to address the above mentioned design problems/ there is a defùute
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need to investigate high speed circuit design techniques. The foUowing high speed

cù-cuit design techniques have been analyzed for BiCMOS SRAMs:

l) Address Transition Détection (ATD) Method

2) Divided Word Une (DWL) Method and Modified Divided Word Line

3) Dynamic Double Word Une (DDWL) Scheme

4) Pulsed Word Lme (PWL) Technique

5) Dynamic Bit-line Loads (DBL) Scheme

6) Hierarchical Word Decoding (HWD) Architecture

The combination of the above mentioned circuit design techniques provides

very high speed and low power performance characteristics for mega bit BiCMOS

SRAMs.

This paper has been organized in the following way. In section 4.2, address

transition détection circuit ùnplementation is discussed. In section 4.3, divided

word line circuit and modified divided word line ctrcuit détails are presented. In

section 4.4, dynamic double word Une scheme is presented. In secdon 4.5, pulsed

word Une technique is addressed. In section 4.6, dynamic bit-line loads scheme

détails are discussed. In section 4.7, hierarchical word decoding architecture is

presented. In section 4.8, ï-Mh BiCMOS chip architecture and performance analysis

results aie presented. In section 4.9, conclusions are presented.

4.2 ADDRESS TRANSmON DETECÏÏON (ATD) METHOD

The ATD puise is the basic clock-of aU the mtemal clocks. For the SRAM
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high speed opération particularly, ATD puise width requires a sévère control. If the

puise widfh of ATD ciï'cuit is high/ it is difficult to keep the puise width constant.

The puise width variations dépend on the number of address changes or address

skews. It is dtfficult to mininùze the address skews, and the access time changes.

The ATD generator circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4.1 (a). The load

ùnpedance is adjusted synchronously with an address change to provide both the

rising and faUing edge [5-7]. The local ATD circuit detects a change of only one

address signal. The positive puise of local ATD (LO/ Ll,...,Ln) puUs down the node

ATD. The ùnpedance of the load transistor Ql is kept high when the node ATD

goes down, while the ùnpedance becomes low before the node ATD goes high. As

a result, both the rising and faUing edge becomes sharp and the puise width is

easUy controUed. The significance of the ATD circuit controls puise widfh

variations. The ATD circuit timing diagram is shown in Figure 4.1(b). Therefore,

the time from the last address change is kept constant, and offers no access time

increase in the présence of address skew or in any other condition.

An ATD scheme is employed to speed up access and cycle time. Transition

puises are triggered both by address and chip enable inputs and are siumned by

a wired-OR to générale the global puises that precondition the data path. A

monostable circuit ensures that a fixed minimum puise width is obtained

msensitive to smaU width variations of the input puises and normal skew

conditions. Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) shows the ATD circuit and ATD tinùng diagram

respecdvely.
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New ATD design techniques improve both speed and power performance

characteristics [7]. This design technique utiUzes an mtemaUy generated clock

séquence to equalize bit Unes and data Itnes after a row or colunrn address change

and then tums off the sense amplifier after the READ cycle is completed. By

choosing this architecture such that only half the bit Unes are precharged high

during an address change and data for the four outputs of the Vss, thus power is

reduced significantly. Sensing an address change tmmediately is the key design

feature of the ATD, since this function has an impact on the access time. The circuit

that detects an address change générâtes a tùne puise to tum off all word Unes and



equalize aU bit lines of the row decoder. Once the READ cycle is completed/ then

all sense ampUfiers wiU be himed off.

For the purpose of address détection m the BiCMOS SRAM/ an address

buffer circuit need to be added. An address buffer senses an address change

ùmnediately/ stnce this affects the access time. The fu'st stage of the address buffer

m the BiCMOS SRAM satisfies interface requirements with TTL inputs. Négative

glitch protection circuit has been provided to prevent any over shoot occurrtng at

the 5V level from starting a new address séquence through an address buffer. The

address détection circuit is split mto rows and colmims. The colmnn sélection is

synchronized and controUed by the row sélection. Durtng the address detecdon in

the BiCMOS SRAM, this technique optimizes power consumption.

4.3 DIVTOED WORD UNE (DWL) SmUCmRE

The divided word-Une structure [8] is iUustrated in Figure 4.2. The ceU array

as weU as a word-line is divided mto IS^ blocks. If the SRAM has H; colnmns/

Ne /Ne columns are dedicated to each block. The output of a row decoder is

connected to a row select line which runs horizontaUy. The word-line of each block

(divided word-line) is activated by each switching gate (AND gate)/ which has tivo

inputs/ the horizontal row select Une and the vertical block select Une.

Consequently/ only memory cells connected to one divided word-Iine within a

selected block are accessed in a cycle.
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Figure 4.2: Concept of Divided Word Line Circuit Design for BiCMOS SRAM

The divided word-line scheme described above, provides the foUowtng advantages:

l) Elimination of the wasted column current. Therefore, the total power

consumption in a high density static RAM with a number of colunms is

reduced drasticaUy without the mtemal clocks [8-9]. Because it reduces the

mstantaneous precharge current/ thus mminùzing the peak current.

2) Réduction of fhe word sélection delay. The total word-selection delay is

expressed as the sum of the row select Une delay and the divided word-line

delay in the DWL structure.

3) Enhancement of the alpha particle-immnnity in the BiCMOS devices with

high resistive polysilicon loads.

However/ the DWL structure suffers with a Uttle area penalty. Decoding

technique has been tmplemented ustng the midti-word decoder cù'cuits in the
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BiCMOS SRAM. A comparison of chip area penalty behveen DWL approach and

multi-decoder approach is shown in Figure 4.3. The mcrease of chip size dépends

on the number of blocks used in the RAM chip/ and the RAM ceU arrangement

witi-un the chip. The chip architechire provides row decoder arrangement withm

the chip in différent forms/ which has significant impact on chip area.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of area penalty between DWL approach and miûti-

decoder approach for BiCMOS SRAM

The modified DWL structure has been introduced for BiCMOS SRA.M,

which has sigmficant performance improvement than the conventional DWL [9].

The word-selection circuit modification is shown in Figure4.4(a). XO-X8 and ZO-Z4

are address signais for row sélection and block sélection, respectively. The upper

address group of X2-X8 is predecoded in the global row decoder which activâtes

one of the row group select Unes. The row group consists of four rows, each of the

row select signais is ùiput to eight NAND gates of each block row decoder. The
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lower address of XO and XI are selected by four rows of predecoded signais. The

capacitance of the bit line/ row select Une and the width of the row decoders effect

using the modified DWL structure is shown in Figure 4.4(b). The bit Unes and the

row select Unes are fabricated by the fù-st and second level aluminum, respectively.

As the number of rows in group (N^) mcreases/ the bit-line capacitance decreases

because of the crossover capacitance associated with the row select lines. However,

the slope of the curve is very broad, especiaUy beyond N^=4. In contrast/ the

capacitance of the row select Unes tncreases rapidly as N R increases. Moreover/ the

capacitance on the predecoded signais of XO and XI decreases. On the other hand/

the width of the global row decoder decreases and the width of the block row

decoder mcreases, when 1**^ is larger. Therefore/ the width of the row decoder is

minimized at N^=4 . Consequently, this modified DWL structure has been applied

to the 1-Mbit BiCMOS SRAM, setting N^=4. The modified DWL architecture with

the small bit Une capacitance contributes to fhe fast access tfcme by a 1.5 % decrease

of chip size compared to the conventional DWL.
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4.4 DYNAMIC DOUBLE WORD UNE (DDWL) SCHEME

The fast access tùne and low power opération are achieved by using a

unique word Une scheme, caUed Dynamic Double Word Line (DDWL) scheme.

The DDWL is a combmation of a Double Word Une (DWL) struchire [10-11] and

an Automatic Power Down (APD) scheme. In order to implement the APD

fonction, a word Une is activated dynamicaUy by a puise wider than the access

time. The DDWL cuts down the operating power at 1MHZ to about 1/lS* of a

conventional device. Address Transition Detectors (ATD) [11] are mcorporated in

the RAM to générale the activation puise for the APD fimction. This APD also

provides a means for equilibration of bit Unes (BLs) and sense lines (SLs)/ which

tum out to be very effective in realizing a fast access time and power réduction.

The equUibration circuitry together wifh DDWL scheme/ reduces the access time

to about one-half, compared with a conventional SRA.M.

The basic configuration of DDWL is shown in Figure 4.5. Word Unes are

doubly placed/ namely main word Unes (MWLs) and sélection word Unes (SWLs)

[12]. Since an MWL is not direcdy cormected to memory ceUs, capacitance of the

MWL is relatively smaU, reducing the WL delay. The MWL is made by the second

aluminum layer/ which also reduces fhe delay. Low power dissipation is expected

because only one SWL is selected at a time/ and consequently only a smaU number

of memory cells are acdvated. From fhe delay tùne and power dissipation pomt of

view, the greater the number of sections/ the better the performance. However, the
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chip area is dépendent on the SWL select NOR circuits/ which mtroduce 2.5 %

additional area of each ceU. Tlierefore/ the chip area increases Imearly with the

number of sections. Hence, the number of sections can't be set too large/ although

the area overhead is much smaUer than a simple division of WLs, where many row

decoders are required. This farade-off is iUustrated m Figure4.6. In the présent

device/ the number of sections is chosen to be 16, where the delay and power

ùnprovements are sahu-ated. At this point, the delay and power réduction are

about 30 ns and 31 %, respectively/ with the chip area bemg the same/ compared

with the 4-divided conventional poly-WL structure.
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The activation clocks have a puise width wider than an access tiine/ and

control sense ampUfiers and SWLs so as to eut aU the de path in the RAM after a

read opération is over. Consequently no de power is consumed. This is the

principle of the Automatic Power Down (APD) function. Smce the activation puise

width is set at about 100 ns, the supply current dépends linearly on the operating

frequency based on the simulation results as shown in Figure 4.7. The acdvation

puise should have a width of 1.5 to 2.0 times the access time m order to salvage the

slowest bits and to improve yield. The operatmg power at 1MHz is reduced to

about 1/10' of a conventional SRAM through the application of the APD fonction

only.
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4.5 PULSEDWORD UNE (PWL) TEŒIMQUE

Several ATD techniques have been proposed for SRAMs. The sùnplest usage

of ATD is widely accepted for fast SRAMs, in order to equaUze the data Unes [13].

This is very useful to achieve fast access time but can not reduce power dissipation.

The Pulsed Word Line (PWL) technique [14] is a new approach to the usage of

ATD. The READ opération itself is asynchronous as in a conventional SRAMs. The

internai clocks are used only to achieve the peripheral cu-cuits for a short period/

when they are reaUy needed. This PWL technique has a high ùnmunity to address

signal noise.

The internai timing diagram of fhe RAM is shown in Figure 4.8. When an

address signal is changed, the ATD circuit générâtes a base clock. The base clock
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enables word Une and sense circuits. After the READ data are sent to output

buffers and latched there, the word line and the sense ampUfiers are disabled.

Common data Unes are equUibrated by the internai clocks/ which provides fast

access time. Power has been reduced only by 3.6 % through this technique.

Rwtd CVCIB

Addrtss Z3C

Bas»aocl<

Word Une / —\
'E'(WÊÎ —High Fùtd

»2(WE) _Lcw FixM
Data Un»

Dout

Figure 4.8: BiCMOS SRAM Timing diagram for fhe Read and Write cycle

opération using PWL design technique

4.6 DYNAMIC BIT-UNE LOADS (DBL) SCHEME

The DBL circuit is developed to achieve high-speed bit-lme precharge,

equaUzation, and discharge during the initial stage of the read opération. A major

asset of the DBL circuit is that no spécial transistors, such as two kinds of NMOS
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transistors [15]/ are necessary to achieve this funcdon. The DBL circuit is shown in

Figure 4.9, which consists of five PMOS transistors/ five BiCMOS inverters, and

four BiCMOS NOR gates. The control signal(CE.WE) is at low level in the read

opération and at high level m the write opération. Figure4.10 shows a timing

diagram for the read opération. The tirning relation behveen ATR and OFQ is

shown in Figure 4.10, and thèse puises are generated by the internai clock

generator. When an address transition occurs, the bit Unes in a selected section are

precharged and equalized to the Vcc level by fhe PMOS transistors Ql/ Q2/ and Q3

during the ATR puise. Just before the ATR puise goes low, the bit Une load PMOS

transistors Q4 and Q5 are eut off by the OFQ puise, which is delayed 5 ns from the

positive edge of the ATR puise. As a result of this opération, the bit-line load

consists of only the stray capacitance. Subsequently, a selected SWL goes to the

high level, and the memory cells are connected to fhe bit lines. Due to smaU

capacitance load on the bit Une the memory ceU can rapidly drive the bit-line load.

Therefore/ the transidon speed of the voltage différence m the bit-Iine pair (BL-BL)

is 8 us faster than the conventional crrcuit m which bit Unes are connected through

NMOS transistors [16]. The concept of DBL is shown in Figure 4.11. The

conventional circuit is placed m the left part of Figure 4.1l/ the bit-line loads consist

of the NMOS transistor and the stray capacitance. On the other hand, the DBL

during the OFQ puise is high level, and the bit-line load is only the stray

capacitance. Therefore/ the memory cell can rapidly drive the bit-line load, resnltmg

m a fast access time.
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4.7 fflERARCfflCAL WORD DECODING (HWD) ARCHTTECTURE

Large part of the access time results from word-line sélection time, which

is the delay time from the address input to the word-Une. In order to improve the

speed and power performance characteristics of the word decoder circuit, the

Divided Word Une (DWL) structure [17] has been widely used in high density

SRAMs. Figure4.12 (a) shows fhe concept of the conventional DWL structure. It is

adapted to the multi-divided memory ceU array/ whose one pordon is caUed

"block" or "sub-array". A local word-Une/ which is placed in each block, is activated

by a global word-lme and block is activated by a global word-line and a block

select Une. Since only one block is activated/ the DWL structure reduces both word-
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Une delay and power consumption.
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Figure 4.12 (a): BiCMOS SRAM conventional Divided Word Une Cù-cuit

Design

However/ in high density SRAMs that have more than 4-Mb capacity/ the

number of multi-divided blocks will have to be mcreased. It is a technological

requirement to replace the word-line RC delay and the array current. Therefore/

even in the DWL/ increasing load capacitance of fhe global word-line causes a

sigiùficant increase of both delay time and power consumption. From this pomt of

view, a novel word decoding architecture that replaces the conventional DWL wUl

be indispensable to the future mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs.

Figure 4.12 (b) shows the concept of the hierarchical word decoding (HWD)

architecture [18]. In this arcHtechire, the word select line is divided into more than

three levels. The number of hiérarchies dépends on the level of word-lme division/
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which is determined by the total load capacitance of the word decodmg path. In

this example, the word select Une has a hierarchical structure of three levels, that

is, global word-line/ sub-global word-lme/ and local word-Une. In the HWD

architecture , the load capacitance of the word decoding path is efficiently

distributed. Therefore/ the HWD architecture realizes a significant reducdon in both

delay time and power consumption. Figure 4.13 shows the simulation result of the

minimum delay tùne and the total load capacitance of the word decoding time and

the total load capacitance of the word decoding path. The conventional DWL and

the proposed HWD are compared wifh each other at the optùnum point of 256-Kb/

1-Mb, and 4-Mb BiCMOS SRAMs.

=D
GLOBAL WORD UNE

fc SUB-GLOBAL WORD LINE

BLOCK
GROUP
SELECT

t
MEMORY
CELL

J^T BI-OCKO BLOCK 1 BLOCK2

Figure 4.12 (b): BiCMOS SRAM Hierarchical Word Decodmg Architecture
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Figure 4.13: BiCMOS SRAM Performance comparison using Divided Word Une

Design and Hierarchical Word Decoding Design

In a smaller density/ like a 256-Kb BiCMOS SRAM, there is no significant

différence. However, as the density increases tiie effect of the HWD is very

significant. Although the HWD needs an extra decodmg stage compared with the

DWL, it shows better performance than that of the DWL. In 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM/

for example, the HWD architecture can reduce the delay time 20 percent and the

total load capacitance 30 percent compared to the convendonal DWL. This

estimation predicts that the HWD architecture wiïl be very effective for future high

density BiCMOS SRAMs.

4.8 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM CfflP PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

The BiCMOS 1-MB chip architechxre block diagram is shown in Figurée. 14
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[19]. A high resistive poly silicon load with four transistor memory ceU is used. The

BiCMOS array struchu-e has a resemblance to a CMOS RAM [19]. High packaging

density is achieved through a four transistor (4T) memory ceU architecture. Signal

flow for the RAM is as follows: first, ECL-to-CMOS-level converters translate the

input ECL signal level to CMOS signal level. Address signais are decoded by

address buffers/ partial decoders, row decoders/ and column decoders m hirn,

which select a spécifie memory ceU. The decoder cucuit consists of seven stage

logic gates: five are BiCMOS gates, and the other tivo are standard push-puU

CMOS gates. The ceU array consists of 512 rows by 2048 columns and is divided

into 16 sections. Each section contains 128 columns and is further divided tnto four

sub-matrices. Each sub-matrbc of 512 rows X 32 columns contams local amplifiers

connected intemally to 4 bit-wide data bus. Durmg in access, the differential bit-

Une signal is amplified by a two-stage pseudo-ECL bipolar differential sense

ampUfier. The first sense amplifier is placed at every local secdon, the second

global sense amplifier is placed near the output bitffer.
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Figure 4.14: 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip architechire functional block diagram

Differing from a standard CMOS RAM/ an asynchronous intemal

architecture is used in the BiCMOS SRAM [20-21]. The address transition detector

(ATD) is employed for power réduction purposes rafher fhan being used for bit-

Une or data-line equilibrations. The foUowmg advanced circuit design techruques

have been used in the 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip:

l) Modified double word Une sfcructure

2) ECL-to-CMOS-level converter

3) Bit-lme peripheral circuitry

4) Automatic power saving fnnction

The l Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip architecture is presented m this paper/

based on the above mentioned high speed circuit design techniques. The 1-Mb
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BiCMOS SRAM design is based on 1.2 um process technology. The 5V supply

voltage has been assumed for sùnuîation. An 8-ns typical address access time has

been achieved by developing a modified double-word-line structure, a bit Une

equalization circuit/ and a double latch ECL-to-CMOS-level converter. The low

power dissipation is due to the 16-divided ceU array as weU as the automatic

power saving fonction. The BiCMOS SRAM chip architecture provides 21% higher

speed performance than the conventional BiCMOS RA.M chip as shown m Figure

4.15. The power dissipation of 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip has been reduced about

10% than the conventional BiCMOS SRA.M design as shown in Figure 16. Therefore

sigruficant speed and power performance improvement has been achieved using

the high speed circuit design techniques.
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4.9 CONCLUSIONS

The foUowmg high speed circuit design techniques for mega bit BiCMOS

SRAMs have been analyzed: address transition détection, divided wordline,

dynamic double wordBne, pidsed wordline/ dynamic bit-Une loads/ and hierarchical

word decoding circuit design technique.
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1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM performance analysis results are presented as foUows:

l) 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip speed of 21% has been improved in comparison

with the conventional BiCMOS SRAM design.

2) 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip power consumption has been reduced about10 %

compared to conventional BiCMOS SRAM design.

3) 1-Mb BiCMOS chip area has been reduced about 3% compared to the

conventional BiCMOS SRAM design. Chip area calcnladons have been

perfonned using analytical methods.

The above mentioned high speed cù'cuit design techniques can be used for

future mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs/ DRAMs, PROMs, EEPROMs, and gate arrays.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper is to présent a novel dynamic reconfiguration

scheme for mega bit Stade Random Access Memories (SRAMs). Most of the

conventional reconfiguration methods are ùnplemented usùig tivo-way switching

éléments. The proposed scheme is based on on-chip word failure détection and

reconfiguration to spare word ceU using multi-valued logic éléments. The physical

concept of the dynamic reconfiguration scheme and ùnplementation détails are

discussed. Based on the SRAM dynanùc reconfiguration implementation a

reUability model is developed. Dynauuc reconfiguration scheme reliabiUty

comparisons with other existing methods are presented. The advantages of the

proposed dynamic reconfiguration scheme are highlighted.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

The era of Mega bit (Mb) Static Random Access Memories (SRAMs) has

promised further advances in electronic data processmg, such as super-computers,

engineering work-stations/ and microprocessor applications, etc. Device technology

that ensures the device long term reUabiUty and provides high performance

characteristics, which is a key design issue for developing high performance Mb

SRAMs.

Status of the research work donc so for is provided through literature

survey/ Wada et al [l] developed a 34 ns l Mb CMOS SRAM using triple

polysilicon gate architechu-e. Recently Kohno et al [2] designed a 14 ns l Mb

CMOS RA.M with variable orgamzation. However, the variable organization does

not consider faUure tolérance and reliabUity aspects. A multiple word/bit Une

redundancy configuration for semiconductor memories was proposed by Schuster

[3] and a static redundancy configuration for semiconductor memory was

addressed. A général fault tolérant technique for memory components was

proposed by Arzali [4]. More recently, the fault tolérance in NMOS RAMs with

dynamic redundancy methods were proposed by Rayapati et al [5]. Two dynamic

redundancy approaches were implemented to provide fault-tolerance capabiïity

at the chip level. FmaUy, a fault model for the multi-valued NMOS Dynauùc RAM

was mtroduced by Rayapati et al [6]. Multi-valued DRA.M fault conditions and

applications are discussed. Some fault tolérant hardware design considérations are
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presented by Lala [7]. So for m the literature chip level reconfiguration methods

are addressed/ the current research problem is to investigate device level fault-

tolérance capability and device level reconfiguradon. In this paper a dynanûc

reconfiguration scheme for Mb SRAMs is proposed. The proposed approach

provides a paraUel word rednndancy with failure détection and on-line switchmg

dynamic reconfiguration. The memory cell architecture is designed in such a way

that the memory ceU provides built-in fault-tolerance/ single event upset tolérance

and soft faUure détection capabUity. Device reliabUity performance comparisons are

provided using the proposed scheme with ofher existmg methods. Applications of

the proposed reconfiguration scheme for future mega bit SRAMs are presented.

5.2 DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION SCHEME

Redundancy is indispensable in high speed, high density SRAMs for

obtaming a satisfactory yield/ fault-tolerance capabUity and reliability. However,

m using conventional redimdancy schemes m which a spare word replaces a

defective word by switching between decoders/ an access time delay of a few

nanoseconds is inévitable. This access delay tùne is unacceptable for high speed

SRAMs. Therefore/ fhe objective of this research to investigate device level built-rn

fault tolérance with dynamic redundancy methods for SRAMs.

In this paper a dynamic reconfiguration scheme is proposed, which provides

provision for a faulty word is replaced with a standby spare word through a

dynamic reconfiguration network using multi-valued logic éléments. A standby
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spare word/ which replaces a faulty word, is placed in the cell array block adjacent

to the ceU array in which a defective word cell exists. The proposed dynamic

reconfiguration architecture is shown in Figure 5.1, where the standby spare word

l can be replaced with the word l in the memory ceU array and is placed m ceU

array 2. Standby spare word 2 can be replaced with word 2, and placed in the

memory ceU array l. Suppose the array block section of input signal ^, when

correspondtng to the output signal ^ is of the high level. In this case/ both word

l and standby spare word l are simultaneously activated. Therefore/ the ceiï data

in the standby spare word l reads the sense amplifier 2 no later than the ceU data

in word l reaches the sense amplifier l. In the normal opération, the sense

ampUfier l is selected by y^, and the cell data in word l appears on the data bus.

If word l contains a faulty memory cell, the connecdons m the switch are changed

by detecting the fanlts in the word address, and sense amplifier 2 is selected. Thus/

the ceU data m standby spare word l appears on the data bus. Failures m word

l and standby spare word l are detected by error correcting codes. Once a failure

is detected on the SRAM device, automaticaUy the reconfiguration netivork

switches to standby spare words. Hence, there is no data access interption in the

SRAM device.
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Figure 5.1: Dynamic reconfiguration scheme basic concept for mega bit SRAMs

The delay time is considered to be the time required for both faiïure

détection in fhe defective word address and on-line reconfigtu-ation to the standby

spare word is less than 1ns/ as compared to the tirne required for activating a word

Une and transnùtting the ceU data to a sense amplifier. Therefore, the paraUel-

word-access reconfiguration architecture provides both the normal ceU array block

and the redundant ceU array current becomes twice as that of the conventional

reconfiguration methods. One standby spare word Une/ which is based on the

parallel-word-access reconfiguration scheme, will be incorporated m each of the 32

cell array blocks of the l Mb SRAM. The proposed SRA.M dynamic reconfiguration

scheme is very efficient for high speed computer applications/ where the access

time has very stringent requirements.
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5.3 RECONFIGURATION SCHEME IMPLEMENTATION

In this section/ the proposed dynamic reconfiguration scheme

implementadon détails are discussed. Memory ceiï circuit diagram is shown m

figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Dynamic reconfiguration architecture implementation for mega bit

SRAM
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Its ùnplementation is based on the polysilicon PMOS transistors, which are

used as memory ceU loads mstead of conventional high résistance polysilicon loads.

The gate électrode of polysilicon PMOS transistor is formed by the second

polysiUcon layer. The source and the dram channels are formed by the third

polysiïicon layer. The second polysilicon layer is also used for a self-aligned bit-

Une contact/ which reduces fhe memory cell area. After SRAM device read/write

opérations, the high level cell node voltage drops to the fhreshold voltage/ wHch

is due to backgate bias effect in the conventional SRA.M circuits.

How fast the lower ceU node voltage is charged up to Ycls very important

for redundancy and the soft failure détection problem. The proposed memory ceU

has high radiation résistance capability, which provides built-in fault tolérance and

radiation induced soft failure tolérant capabiïity to the SRAM device. Because of

the large storage charge/ the polysUicon PMOS load memory ceiïs are very efficient/

soft failure tolérant éléments. This reconfiguration scheme is used as a radiation

hardness design technique for mega bit SRAMs. As the supply voltage decreases,

the soft faUure rate wiïl be decreased by two to three orders of magnitude/

depending on the mtensity of the ionizing radiation. In the l Mb SRAM fnncdonal

block diagram/ the cell array is divided into 32 blocks m the column dù'ection.

Each cell array block is controUed by a word decoder. Thirty-two local sense

ampltfiers/ each consisting of a CMOS pre-amplifier, the first and second PMOS

cross coupled amplifiers are located on the side of each cell array block. AU

peripheral circuits will be placed on the two long sides of the chip. High speed
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sense amplification of the small memory cell is the key design feature to achieve

fast access time for the mega bit SRAMs.

5.4 RELIABimY MODEL FOR A l Mb SRAM

The proposed dynamic configtiration scheme ùnplements two consécutive

fonctions, such as failure détection m the memory words and on-line dynamic

switching through multi-valued logic éléments to the standby spare words within

the same SRAM device.

The reliabUity model is developed based on the proposed dynamic

reconfiguration scheme ùnplementation. ReUability of fhe mega bit SRAM with the

dynamic reconfiguration scheme having S standby spare words is given as foUows:

R = l - (l - RJS+1 (l)

where R^ denotes the reliability of the memory device active word or standby

spare word in fhe l Mb SRA.M, and s represents the niunber of standby spare

words per ceU array.

The arrangement of memory words m each ceU array represents a hot-

standby System. The hot-standby memory system is to operate two memory words

m parallel with either memory word acting as a standby spare word. A failure

détection circuit continuously checks each word in each ceU array of the memory
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System. Failure détection circuit hardware is based on the choice of the error

correcting codes. If a failure is detected in a memory word of any cell array within

the chip/ on-Une reconfiguration switching mecharùsm isolâtes the failed word and

automaticaUy switches to the standby spare word. The reUability of l Mb chip can

be expressed as follows:

R - [R,2 + 2F^ (1-RJ] R, R, (2)

where R „ denotes the reliability of each memory ceU array within the chip; R^

stands for the reliabUity of failure détection cu-cuit hardware; R^ is the reUability

of the reconfiguration switching mecharusm; and Ç represents the fault coverage

correction factor.

ReliabUity ùnprovement ustng the proposed dynanùc reconfignration

scheme for l Mb SRAMs is compared with other reconfiguration methods and is

shown in figure 5.3. From figure 3, it is évident that the proposed dynanùc

reconfiguration scheme sigmficanûy improves reUability.
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS

The proposed dynamic reconfignration scheme for Mb SRAMs/ has the

following advantages over the conventional reconfiguration methods:

l) On-line failure détection and dynamic reconfiguration switching mechanism

at the device level considerably reduces word access time penalty.

2) Significant reliabiUty improvement in comparison with the conventional

approaches.

3) High speed sense amplification design methodology provides improved

speed.
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4) Soft failure tolérant capability within the memory cell increases the fault

tolérance at the chip level.

5) Parallel-word redundancy approach ùnproves yield and reliability of Mb

SRAMs.

6) Provides radiation tolérant capabUity to the SRAM device for single event

upsets and ionizing total dose effects.

The proposed dynanùc reconfiguration scheme can be used for future mega

bit DRAMs, programmable ROMs and field programmable gate array devices.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper two dynanùc reconfiguration schemes are discussed for mega

bit BiCMOS SRAMs. Dynamic reconfiguradon schemes aUow the failure détection

at the chip level and automatic reconfiguration to fault free memory cells within

the chip. The first scheme is a standby System approach where fhe I/O Unes of the

memory can be dynamically switched to spare bit sUces in the SRAM. This scheme

is ùnplemented through a switchmg nefrwork at the memory interface. Every

memory access is controlled by a fault status table (FST) which memorizes the fault

conditions of each memory block. This fault status table is ùnplemented outside the

memory System. Second dynamic reconfiguration scheme for BiCMOS SRAMs is

addressed through a graceful degradadon approach. Basic design considérations

and performance évaluation of mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs using dynamic

reconfiguration schemes are presented. BiCMOS SRAM access time improvement

of about 35 7o, ctwp area o f 25%, and chip yield of 10% are achieved respectively,

as compared to the conventional methods. Comparison of reUabiUty improvement

of 1-MB BiCMOS SRAMs using dynamic coiifiguration schemes is addressed. Thèse

two dynamic reconfiguration schemes have considérable importance m reUabiUty

ùnprovement when compared to the conventional methods. The major advantage

is that the size of reconfiguration of the System can be considerably reduced.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

In any computer System the memory usuaUy comprises the largest number

of components/ which constitute the most nnreliable part/ even though the mean

faiïure rates of BiCMOS SRAMs is quite low. There is a growing demand for

BiCMOS SRAMs due to their high speed/ high density, and low power

consumption characteristics. The complexity of computer System dépends on the

hard core memory requirements. The cornputer system potential faiïures result m

due to BiCMOS mega bit SRAMs. Many computer appUcations require additional

memory and high reUabUity. In order to increase the reliabUity it is necessary to

provide some internai fault tolérance to BiCMOS mega bit SRAMs.

Fault tolérance memory techniques are error detecting and correcting codes.

The major advantage of the codes is to identify errors and correct the fault on the

fly (i.e. no interruption of the normal SRAM opération is necessary). Especially,

codes for correcting single bit errors in the memory cells can be easily

ùnplemented. To detect multiple bit errors in memory ceUs requires additional

hardware for checkmg and codmg. Therefore/ m fault tolérant BiCMOS SRAM

unplementation the use of codes is confined to single error correctmg/double error

detecting (SEC/DED) codes [l]. Usmg thèse codes/ commonly occurring transient

faults can be adequately handled as long as only such transient fault holds the

SRAM/ it is masked by the choice of codes. After a relatively short time transient

fault errors may be assumed to end. As a result transient fault errors cannot be
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combine with static errors m the SRAM. Static bit errors in the memory ceUs are

not removed and thèse errors can be neither detected noi corrected by the codes

[2]. This effect lunits the reliabûity of BiCMOS SRAMs that is achievable using

coding techniques.

In order to achieve high reliabiïity of mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs, the

additional use of dynamic rednndancy technique is of spécifie importance for

computer Systems. Stiffler[3] and Sarrizir and Malek[4] proposed redundancy

techniques/ which adds access tune penalty, low yield/ and increases chip area. In

this paper a dynamic redundancy configuradon scheme is proposed for BiCMOS

SRAMs. In this approach/ once a fault condition is detected then the failed memory

ceU arrays/columns are logicaUy removed from the SRAM chip using the dynamic

reconfiguration method. Two main stratégies of dynamic redundancy can be

achieved: (l) the standby approach, (2) the soft failure (graceful dégradation)

technique. The standby approach requires additional (spares) hardware

components. If a memory array/column fails, its function is taken over by a spare.

An alternative approach is the graceful dégradation technique to improve mega bit

SRAM reliabUity by using redundancy which is inherently built-in in the SRAM

chip.

For large memories the standby approach usuaUy requires extra hardware

for stormg fault conditions and carrying out necessary reconfiguration. tn this

paper new approaches are proposed in which the reconfiguiation hardware

components are considerably reduced as compared to existing standard techniques.
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The most sigruficant contribution is that this addidonal hardware module is

interfaced with the main meni.ory of the System.

In the foUowing, first a BiCMOS Static Random Access Memory (SRAM)

model is considered and then a corresponding fault tolérance model is introduced.

A spécial standby reconfiguration scheme implementation is discussed. This

approach is then modified for the case that no additional spare bit sUces are

available within the SRAM. The resulting reconfiguration scheme ùnplements a

graceful dégradation of the BiCMOS SRAM for computer Systems.

6.2 MODEL FOR THE BiCMOS MEGA BIT STATIC RANDOM

ACŒSS MEMORY (SRAM)

Logically the BiCMOS SRA.M consists of a number of word ceUs each

consistmg of i bit ceiïs to store a data word of L bits/ where L is defined as the

word length of the SRAM. The bit cells i (i = 0,1, .../ n-1) of aU word cells together

form the so caUed "bit slice i" of the memory, as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Fieure 6.1: BiCMOS SRAM Memory Structure and Notation

Usually BiCMOS SRAM is constmcted as a two-dimensional array of m

rows and n columns. A row of the array is caUed a "memory block". A column of

a sheU is caUed a "chip slice". Inside each chip there are a number of d bit cells. So,

a physical memory block has a capacity of m*d bits. FimctionaUy, the d bit cells of

a chip may be arranged in a two-dùnensional array of d/L rows/ each having L bit

cells. Each row may be addressed and the contents of the addressed row can be

concurrently accessed through read/write Unes.
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Based on the physical architechire/ every memory block is used to constitute

d/L word cells of n = L*m bits. The entire memory has C*d/L words. A word ceU

is addressed by decodmg its memory address by an appropriate decoding logic.

Addressing of a word ceU is usuaUy performed m the following way. Fù-st, the

decoder détermines the address block "lab" to which the word ceU belongs. AU m

chips of tfaat particular block are activated/ while on each chip an intra - block

decoder reads the 'least significant bit' La (d/n) of the memory address which

defines the position of the word ceU inside the memory block. AU the bit ceUs of

the addressed word ceU are activated/ so that data can be read/write mto the word

œil.

In many cases/ the chip architecture provides only for storage of L = l

bit/word/ i.e. each chip has only L = l read/write lines and we have d words of

n = m bits on each memory block. Then a chip slice module contatns a part of only

one bit sUce.

Independent of the physical size of the chip, here we mtroduce a new

concept "bit sUce modules". Each bit slice may be logicaUy divided into binary

number b' + f*b, where f= l, 2,4, 16, .... , etc. of identical bit slice modules, as

shown in Figure l. so each chip contams L*f such modules arranged m f rows and

L columns. Those bit slice modules in the n bit slices which have the same column

position together form a logical memory block/ as shown m Figure l. In this

approach "bit slice modules" wiU consdtute the basic units of "dynamic

reconfiguration" scheme. Therefore, the size of thèse units can be reduced to the
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requirements of SRAM application in computer Systems.

Example: The number f may also be chosen to be f = l/ i.e. the part of a bit

slice residing on one chip contains exactly one bit sUce module. For f = l and L =1

we have the standard case that the bit slice module just coùicides with the chip size

and with the size of the chip sUce module.

6.3 DYNAMIC STAND BY CONFIGURATION METHOD FOR

MEGA BFT BiCMOS SRAMs

The basic idea of standby System for SRAMs is usuaUy to provide a number

of S spare bit slices to tolerate faults within the SRAM array. In the BiCMOS

architecture/ for each word ceU of n bits length there are S spare bit cells, so that

it wfU fonction with upto S defective bit cells in each word ceU. It would require

a large overhead of storage if each word cell of memory were to be reconfigured

mdividuaUy. By mtroducing the new concept of "bit sUce modules" the replacement

of faulty memory ceUs wiU be more efficiently performed/ i.e. if fhere is an

arbitrary fault within a bit slice module, this module is totally replaced by a spare

module. Therefore, the System user has a wide choice of réduction in the size of

"bit slice modules" for that particular application. In the case of chips having very

large storage capacity, urdts of reconfiguration which are smaller than chip size

may be very advantageous.

In the case of defective bit slice module/ the I/O Unes to thèse modules

must be switched by correspondmg modules m the spare bit sUces, as shown in
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Figure 6.2. This is the basis of the reconfiguration scheme, m contrast to

convendonal standby Systems. This reconfiguration scheme is carried oui by a

nettvork at the memory interface. The logic switches for this network are set

independently for every memory access; the System is therefore caUed a "dynamic

standby System (DSS)".
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Figure 6.2: BiCMOS SRAM chip Architecture tmplementation for Dynamic

Reconfiguradon Scheme
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The network is inserted befrween the n bits of the memory data register and

the n+S I/O Unes leading from the n+S bit slices of the SRAM array. If a word is

read/write mto the SRAM, it is transferred fhrough n bit ceUs of the memory data

register and n Unes out of the n+S I/O Unes. Thèse Unes are selected by logic

switches of the reconfiguration network. Dependmg on the status of the logic

switches, a bit ceU i(i = O/ l, 2/ ....... n-1) of the memory data register, instead of

bemg connected to a bit ceU in a defective bit slice module i of a block j, can be

logicaUy switched to a corresponding bit cell in a spare module associated to block

j, as shown in Figure 6.3.

SEl 0

SPARE
I/O UNE 0

SPARE
l /0 UNE 1

MDR CELL j

I/O UNE j

Figure 6.3: BiCMOS Switch Structure Functional Block Diagram
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The status of the logic switches is controlled by the contents of a fault status

table (FST) ùnplemented outside the SRAM with an exh-a meinory of small

capacity and short access time. In this table/ for each logical memory block j (j = 0,

...../ b' - l) an entry is provided to store information conceming faults. This entry

comprises S fields/ each assigned to one of the correspondmg P spare bit sUce

modules of the block within each field K (K = 0,...... S - l). A mark bit MB denotes

whether spare K is free (MB = 0) or used (MB = l) to replace a defective bit slice

module. The column position i (i = O/1,2,...... n - l) of this replaced module tnside

its logic memory block is stored in the subfield BP of the entry.

If a word cell with address d in a memory block j is to be accessed, the most

significant bits of d determining j are used to address the corresponduig entary j in

the FST as shown in Figure 6.4. As the FST is stored m its own memory, the entry

can be read out of the FST œncurrently with the main memory access. Outside FST

memory its S fields are decoded byS : l - out - of -n decoders Q/ Di/ D:,/ ...., D^.p

If the mark bit MB of the corresponding field K (K = O/l/..—/ S -l) is O/ the decoder

D i, remains passive and normal memory access is performed. Othenvise decoder

D ^ is activated and from the contents i ( i = O/ l/ ...., n - l) of the subfield BP a

control signal is derived. This signal causes the logic switches of the reconfiguration

network to connect the bit cell i of the memory data register to the requù-ed space

bit slice module K. As the FST access is performed concurrently with the main

memory access, the mtroduced scheme ùnplies no relevant performance

dégradation.
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Example: Réduction of reconfiguration network to haiï of its former value.

This can be performed without any change in its internai structure of the SRAM

array. It only ùnplies that the number of entries which have to be provided in the

FST is doubled [5]. This can be generalized to arbitrary fractions 1/f = Z ** (-(df))

of the chip capacity. So, titùs method is more practical for mega bit BiCMOS

SRAMs.

6.4 DESIC3M CONSIDERATIONS AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION 0F A FAULT TOLERANT BiCMOS SRAM

BiCMOS technology promises a large number of switching éléments

available in a single SRAM chip. BiCMOS circuits lead to high speed of opération/

smaller size, high density/ and operate at low power levels. Memory band width

is considerably enhanced. Here a standard 1.2|j,m BiCMOS process is used to

analyze the fault tolérant SRAM [6-9]. The manufacturmg cost of BiCMOS can be

expressed as

Manufacturing cost = K (1(Î10211A)/

where A is the area of the chip in square millimètres per 1000 and K is constant for

a given process. Here an exponential relationship behveen mannfacturing cost and

chip area is valid. The main memory of the computer System provides faster access

time/ but lower density. The fault tolérant BiCMOS SRAM provides low access

time/ low density/ low power consumption, which comcides wifh the CMOS, ECL,

TTL mterface capabUity within the System.
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Due to the inhérent regularities of the FST at the reconfiguration nefrwork,

thèse BiCMOS circuits appear to be idéal one for SRAM realization. IBM, NEC,

Micron/ HoneyWell/ and Siemens have developed BiCMOS SRAMs those can be

moderately added to the interface of the proposed BiCMOS SRAM chip. This chip

is catled fault-tolerant BiCMOS SRAM interface chip. The hardware design plan of

the BiCMOS SRAM is shown m Figure 6.5. The basic BiCMOS SRAM ceU layout

is shown in Figure 6.6. The SRAM ceU shown in Figure 6.6 forms the main

component of the BiCMOS mega bit SRAM chip. BiCMOS SRAM chip hardware

layout is shown m Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.6: BiCMOS SRAM Cell Layout

The FST is reaUzed as a SRAM based on the use of a static sbc transistor

BiCMOS SRAM cell. The FST is laid out to store 256 différent Memory blocks. It

is reduced to main memory with a data word length of 16 bits and a additional

parity bit for each of its two bytes. As a result, it is possible to encode the resulting

16 différent possible bit positions of a bit ceU with a word ceiï. It is assumed that

p = 2 spare bit slices are added to the main memory. So/ each entay has to

comprise 2 Subfields/ each Subfield consistmg of a mark bit MB and a fault bit P

section BP.

The 256 entries of 16 bits are physicaUy implemented [10] as a cell array of

64 rows/ where each row has 64 bit cells. For each subsequent group of 4 bit

positions one I/O is provided. The I/O Unes, as well as the power supply Unes

VDD and GND, are laid out verdcaUy to the row of bit ceUs. In the middle a

column of 64 decoder ceiïs is arranged.
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Figure 6.7: BiCMOS Fault-Tolerant SRAM Interface Chip Layout
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The BiCMOS SRAM performance parameters: access time/ noise margtn/

yield, and reUability have been analyzed to validate the proposed dynamic

redundancy schemes.

A. Access time

One of the key issue for design of mega bit BiCMOS SRAM is how to

achieve fast access time without mcreasing the chip size. Two design approaches

are considered for this purpose. First a BiCMOS bit-ltne sense amplifier, and

second is direct connection with the CMOS current mirror cu-cuit and the BiCMOS

differential ampUfier for the bit-Une sensing. The second design approach can not

be employed because of slow bit-Une sensmg opération. Therefore the BiCMOS bit-

Une sense amplifier featured by the fast access time has been optinùzed for

reducmg the chip area penalty.
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Figure 6.8 BiCMOS Mb SRAM Chip Access Tùne Comparison

Notations used is as foiïows:

(a) -—-— Non-redundant BiCMOS SRAM

(b) ------ Dynamic reconfiguration schemes [ Rayapad & Kanùnska]

(e).............. Conventional redundancy methods [ Stiffler, Sarrazin & Malek]

The write cycle time and read cycle time wUl be considerably reduced

compared with the CMOS SRAM/ because the BiCMOS SRAM peripheral circuit

is used for reducing the delay tùne. By using the BiCMOS bnffer with large

current drivabUity, the large load capacitance of address and wordline wiring can

be successfuUy driven in short tùne. Based on the BiCMOS SRAM chip simulation
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results, the access tùne improvement with respect to CMOS SRAMs[3,4] of about

35% is achieved. Access time improvement results comparison is presented m

Figure 6.8. The réduction of wirmg résistance and capacitance for wordUnes and

sense ampUfiers driving Unes is a spécial design feahire, which improves access

tùne. From this estimation, the BiCMOS technology is verified to be more

appropriate for use in the mega bit SRAMs.

B. Noise margin

Noise margin is the différence behveen the worst case oufrput level of

drivmg SRAM device and the worst case input level at which the receivmg device

no longer recognizes the mput as the mtended Ugh or low logic level. Both static

and dynanùc noise margins are of concem for high speed mega bit BiCMOS

SRAMs. Static noise margtns define the low-frequency safety margtns built into the

BiCMOS SRA.M mput-output level. Dynanùc noise margin relates to the sensitivity

of the BiCMOS SRAM to noise spikes.

Based on the actual loaded input-output levels of fault -tolérant BiCMOS

interface chip design, fhe actual low level noise margin is about 300 mV and the

high-level noise margin is 500 mV. BiCMOS SRAM device tend to react to puises

as narrow as 2 or 3 ns. Thus, narrow ground bounce and cross coupUng spikes are

of great concem for mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs.
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C Chip area

The BiCMOS bit-Une sense amplifiers and buffer circuits optimization

process result in sigmficant sUicon area réduction. AU BiCMOS peripheral cù'cuits

employed in the fault-tolerant interface chip/ reduced the overaU chip area about

25%. The mega bit BiCMOS chip area comparison results are presented in Figure

6.9.
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Figure 6.9: BiCMOS Mb SRAM Chip Area Comparison

Notations used is as foUows:

(a) ——— Non-redundant BiCMOS SRAM

(b) ----- -Dynamic reconfiguration schemes [ Rayapati & Kaminska]

(e).............. Conventional redundancy methods [ Stiffler, Sarrazin & Malek]

Note also that the proposed dynamic redundancy scheme not only reduced the

area/ but also provides sigmficant cost savmgs at the System level.

D. Yield

Suppose the System consists of n 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAMs and requires the

capacity of m 1-Mb SRAMs and that the yield of each 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip
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is p. The yield of the memory system using a conventional repair scheme is

calculated by summing the combinations of pass and faiï chip possibUities and can

be expressed as foUows:

n-m

P= S nC^pn~i(\-p}i
1=0

The yield of the BiCMOS memory system with dynamic redimdancy is

calculated by summing of the combmations of pass and fail rows/coluinns within

the chip by the followmg formula:

n-m (n-i)(S-m)xS

P=2 [nCip"~i(l-p)i S (n-i)xSC,p(n~i)x(s~J\ï-py]
i=0 y=0 ]

Where P is a memory System yield/ p is the interface chip yield/ S chip

density factor, C complexity factor/ n number of rows, m number of columns/ i and

j are mteger variables. BiCMOS mega bit SRAM chip yield has been calculated

using the above derived formula. Yield improvement results are presented m

Figure 6.10 where fhe improvement about 10 % is acHeved in comparison with the

conventional redundancy methods.
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Fieureé.lO: BiCMOS Mb SRAM Chip Yield Comparison

Notations used is as follows:

(a) —-—— Non-redundant BiCMOS SRAM

(b) ------ Dynamic reconfiguration schemes [ Rayapati & Kammska]

(e) .............. Conventional redundancy mefhods [ Stifûer/ Sarrazin &

Malek]
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E. ReUability

The BiCMOS mega bit SRAM device reUabiïity is a major concem for all

applications. In order to improve reliabiUty two dynamic redundancy schemes for

BiCMOS mega bit SRAM are presented m this paper. The proposed schemes

provide the capabUity of buUt-m fault-tolerance/ fault détection/ and fault isoladon

withm the SRAM chip. For aU real life and Ufe critical applications the fault-

tolérant BiCMOS interface chip provides predicted reliabiïity of 0.9995 for 15 year

mission. BiCMOS mega bit SRAM chip reUabiUty comparison results are presented

in the Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: BiCMOS 1-Mb SRAM Chip ReUability Comparison

Case (l) TR = 10" and PIN = 107 failures per hour

Case(2) TR = 1&12 and PIN = 1&9 failures per hour

Notations used is as foUows:

(a) ——-— Non-redundant BiCMOS SRAM

(b) ------ One bit error correction scheme

(e) .............. Dynamic reconfiguration scheme with p=4

(d) _._._._._ Graceful dégradation scheme with p=4
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6.5 BiCMOS SRAM GRAŒRJL DEGRADATION SCHEME

One great advantage of dynanùc standby System is that the hardware for

reconfiguration and fairit status storage can be modularly added to the interface of

SRAM chip. This additional effort can be implemented independently of the

internai structure of the mam memory, Spare sUces are provided to the BiCMOS

SRAM. This reconfiguration method identifies fault conditions and provides fault

masking and fault isolation capabiïities within the chip. The BiCMOS SRAM has

soft faUure tolérance capability. If such a dynamic reconfiguration scheme is not

ùnplemented/ then the SRAM won't be able to provide soft failure tolérance

capabUity, then the storage capacity of BiCMOS SRAM has to be "gracehilly

degraded". ReUability of l Mb BiCMOS SRAM performance comparison is provided

to vaUdate the proposed dynamic reconfiguration schemes.

Replacement of defective memory ceUs can be donc by adopting fhe strategy

that the unit of reconfiguration is a single word ceU. A différent method would be

adéquate here is the use of entire memory blocks as replaceable with an alternative

dynamic standby System. LogicaUy it deactivates only defective bit sUce modules/

the basic idea is to store the fault coincident bits of a defective memory block.

Using this dynanùc redundancy approach/ we can effectively manage very high

density memory allocation within the computer System.
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS

Two schemes of dynamic redundancy are mtroduced which aUow the

treatment of SRAM chip level faults at the interface of the main memory of the

computer System. The proposed dynaimc redundancy schemes are:

l) The standby System approach.

2) The graceful dégradation (soft failure technique).

ADVANTAGES:

l) FlexibUity is available in the SRAM chip design in order to obtain smaller

urdts of reconfiguration/ fhe size of the bit slice modules is reduced

sigrdficantly.

2) This method can be effectively applied to BiCMOS PROMs/ ROMs/ DRAMs,

and sequential index memories.

3) Significant access tune improvement achievable compared to CMOS SRAMs

using conventional methods.

4) The size of the reconfiguration can be reduced to the demands of the user

applications.

5) High reliabiïity of BiCMOS SRAM can be achieved. System level fault-

tolérance can be achieved with low cost

Thèse results are very useful to improve System speed, reduce power

consumption and improve access tune of SRAMs. The BiCMOS SRAM access time

improvement of about 35%, chip area of 25%, and chip yield of 10% are achieved
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respectively using the proposed dynamic reconfiguration schemes/ as compared to

the conventional methods.
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ABSTRACT

A rapid root cause test technique for mega bit CMOS SRAM[ chip proposed

m titùs paper. The proposed test technique uses tvvo complementary techniques for

mega bit SRAM fault locaUzation and fault analysis. This method is very useful in

the CAD environment. The SRAM chip functional test aUows the détection of

permanent/ intermittent faults during design phase/ which could cause the SRAM

chip functional failure. Thèse faults are stuck-at-1/ stuck-at-0/ coupling faults/ and

bridging faults based on physical failures Kke metalUzadon shorts and capacitive

couplmg. Then a laser beam mtegrated in an automatic test eqmpment and

provides an accurate locaUzation of SRA.M chip failures usmg memory chip layout.

This paper demonstrates that the association of an electrical tester with mtegrated

laser beam makes easier for the localization failures in the SRAM chip and

consequently reduces the test cost. A reUabiïity model is presented based on design

and manufacturing faults accoimted separately. Mnlti-layer interconnect design

impact on the SRAM chip reUabUity has been addressed through this model. The

overaU SRA.M reliabUity can be improved by about 50% by unplementing root

cause test feedback and fbdng failures durtng design and prototype phases. The

proposed techniquie can be applied to DRAM's/ EPROM's and ASIC's.
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7.1 INTOODUCTION

Root cause identification test is considered to be a critical step in mega bit

CMOS Static Random Access Memories (SRAMs) Yield and ReUability

improvement. Root cause test technique provides quick and accurate feedback on

what is wrong m a mega bit SRAM device and leads to the right fixes and

improvements. Root cause testing of mega bit SRAMs has become a bottleneck

issue in the mdustry/ due to SRAM ceU density/ multi-layer interconnects and

device scaUng problems. The unportance of testabUity of mega bit CMOS SRAM

chip is mtimately connected with the fact that the test cost is continuously rismg

as a percentage of the SRAM cost. Today mega bit CMOS SRAM chip designers

must conceive circuits which can be efficiently tested in order to reduce escalating

test costs [l].

Failure détection becomes very hard with new types of failures owing to the

increasing complexity of mega bit SRAMs. Analysis of mtennittent faUures is

particularly chaUengmg because fhe electrical failure must be reproduced in the

laboratory for accurate diagnosis. One type of defect that can produce intermittent

failure is open métal interconnect, for which the failure symptoms can be affected

by température/ voltage and frequency [2]. Testmg of mega bit CMOS SRAM chip

aUows détection of permanent faults which could cause the SRAM chip function

incorrectly. Thèse faults are shick at l or 0, based on the physical failnres like

metaUizadon shorts and capacitive coupling. The root cause of thèse failure is poor
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step coverage of the metaUization over an oxide step or oxide

breakdown/intercoimect defects. The mega bit SRAM functional testing alone

would not be able to locaUze thèse faults. Therefore, there is a sfcrong need to use

mtegrated laser beam to identify fault sites in the SRAM chip.

FaUed SRAM devices are brought to the Lab for root cause identification

from many sources. They can be mtemal m process faUures/ reUabiïity test failures/

faUures from ESD testing, customer retums or even good parts for analysis of

certam variable parameters. From an understanding of the failure and the SRAM

architechire of the chip we can deduce where the fault is occurring. Further

isolation of the fault can be obtained by using photo émission microscopy/ liquid

crystal analysis [3]/ voltage contrast [4 - 5] or internai probe [6-7]. Thèse

techniques are time consunùng and are not cost effective.

In this paper a rapid root cause test technique for mega bit SRAM chip

presented. The proposed test technique uses two complementary techniques for

mega bit SRAMs failure localization and analysis. A mega bit SRA.M chip root

cause test technique is présentée! in Section 7.2. Root cause test technique uses

functional testing approach and integrated laser beam scamùng to localize fanlts

withtn the SRAM chip. Expérimental validation of SRAM root cause test technique

is presented in Section 7.3. SRA.M data analysis performed using the SRAM chip

layout and scanning for faUures. A reliability model is developed based on SRAM

dynamic reconfiguration scheme, design failures, and manufacturing failures. 1-Mb

SRAM chip reUability performance analysis resntts are presented m section 7.4.
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Conclusions and fuhire applications are provided in Section 7.5. Advantages of

the proposed root cause test is presented.

7.2 MEGA BET SRAM CHIP ROOT CAUSE TEST TECHNIQUE

The proposed SRAM chip root cause test technique uses two

complementary test methods: a) Extemal Electrical Functional Test, and (b)

Internai Contactless Laser Beam Testtng.

A External Electrical Ftmctional Testing

The SRAM chip functional testing has been perfonned using the electrical

tests shown m Figure 7.1. Testing of SRAM chip atlows détection of permanent

faults or intermittent faults which cause the circuit to fonction incorrectly. Thèse

faults are stuck at l or 0, based on physical SRAM device failures due to

metaUization shorts and captive couplings. Qne type of defect in fhe SRA.M chip

that can produce intermittent failure is open métal mterconnect. Functional testmg

of mega bit SRAMs usuaiïy means testing of each SRAM ceU by writing wifh l's

or O's using standard memory test algorithms and reading the same data contents

based on the device spécification.
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Figure 7.1: Mega bit CMOS SRAM Automated test set-up mtegrated

with laser

SRAM chip funcdonal testing can be performed without knowing the

detailed ùnplementation of chip architecture. Although manufacturers have

detaHed knowledge of the logical and parametric behaviour of the mega bit SRA.M

chips produced/ they usually only apply spécifie testmg of SRAMs due to économie

reasons. To ensure reliable opération of mega bit SRAM chip, additional testing

must be performed by the user. SRAM chip functional testing has been performed

using the standard test vectors on which a faUure is observed. An electrical tester

is integrated mto the CAD enviroiunent to generate test vectors appropriate to the

SRAM chip. This approach reduces the test vector génération time and number of

iterations used to modify the SRAM design. A concurrent design and test

development methodology used for the mega bit SRAM chip functional testtng.
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Even for complex mega bit SRAM chips/ the test vector génération and test

séquence to cover all SRAM cells and associated cù-cuitry within ver^r short time

period. The test vector generadon time and testmg tùne for an SRAM chip

represents an important cost constramt. The functional test should cover all

permanent faults and intermittent faults within the SRAM chip. Once funcdonal

faults are identified/ then proceed for the second phase of testmg for locaUzing fault

locations m the SRAM chip using the architectural and layout mformation.

B Internai Contactless Laser Beam Testing

A non-destructive laser photoscanning techrdque has been used to analyze

stress induced permanent failures or intermittent failures in the SRAM chip. The

laser beam is integrated into the automatic test equipment and is shown m Figiu-e

7.1, which provides an accurate locaUzation of the SRAM chip failures. A laser

photoscan System for the ATE is shown in Figure 7.2. A He-Ne laser spot is

scarmed in the roaster pattem on the device under test using a standard

metaUurgical microscope and commerciaUy available scan mirrors. The laser

scanning beam générâtes hot-electron pair m a volume about ten microns in radius

and less than eight micron deep. Bofh dimensions dépend on laser wavelength.

Carriers generated wifhin about a diffusion length of reverse biased wells or drain

jonction in device power supply current The objective is to analyze stress related

permanent or intermittent failure localization.
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Figure 7.2: Mega Bit SRAM a automated test equipment integrated with

photoscan System

A functional test has been performed using the electrical tester shown in

Figure 7.1, which results in permanent or intermittent failures identification in the

SRAM chip. The faults will indicate either pass or fail condition for aU memory

ceUs within the SRAM chip. On the schematic représentation of the SRAM chip/

différent blocks can have stuck at l or 0 faults.

On the SRAM chip layout by relation to the source of tiie chip architecture

and establish logic state errors withm the device. The electrical tester, by means

of a functional test/ allows a briefly localization m the layout of sensible areas to

be scanned with laser beam tester.

The use of a laser beam test mtegrated in automatic test equipment allows
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logic state analysis of the SRA.M ceUs mside the chip. Analysis of photo-induced

currants generated in the laser beam silicon interaction and detected m the power

Une of the device under test, permits to ftnd stuck at faults or mtermittent faults

within the device.

7.3 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 0F THE SRAM CfflP ROOT

CAUSE TEST TECHNIQUE

A functional test is designed to detect permanent or intermittent stuck-at

faults that cause the SRAM chip to function tncorrectly. Thèse faults are stuck at

l or 0, based on physical SRAM device failures due to metaUization shorts, opens

and capacitive couplings. A straight-fonvard functional test algorithm is presented

in this paper for the SRAM chip [7]. This algorithm can be modified depending

on the complexity of the SRAM chip.

SRAM MULTI-BIT TEST ALGORITHM:

l. Initialize the ceU array to l.

2. Call the test procédure x (O/ O/ 0).

3. For each even ceU (i,j) except (0,0) do cell the test procédure x (i/j/0).

4. Initialize the ceU array to 0.

5. For each even ceiï (i/j) except (0,0) do ceU the test procedzu-e x (i/s/1).

Test procédure x(i/j,k): for cell (i,j)/ for states wiïl cell value k.

Step l. calculate P and Q:

checkP>Q
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weight = parameter 2-1.

Step 2. For soft error free cell l = parameter 2-1 to 0 d y

for soft error free ceU 2 = parameter 2-1 to 0 d,,

ceU-address;

if cell 2 < weight then read (K); write (K)

else read (K); (write (K).

Step 3. If weight < 0 then stop.

Step 4. Repeat step 2, with K in place of K/ and K in place of

K.

Step 5. For soft error free œil 2 = weight;

for free ceU l = parameters l -l toO d^

ceU-address;

read (K); write (K);

Step 6. Weight -;

go to step 2.

Calculate P and Q:

P = min (n/ max {2X}}; i mod 2' == 0;

Q = mm {n/ max {2x}}; j mod 2X = 0;

ceU-address:

Rou = [i- P/2 + (P/2+ free - i) mod P] mod n;

Column = [j -Q/2 + (Q/2+ free - ]) mod Q] mod n;

check P>Q
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If P>Qthen else

parameter l = P; parameter l = Q;

parameter 2 = Q; parameter 2 = P;

soft error free ceU l = free-i; soft error free cell l = free - j;

soft error free ceU 2 = free-j; soft error free cell = free - i

This algorithm has the capability to detect multi-bit errors (fine cells) as well

as neighbour-bit errors in 1-Mb SRAMs. Multi-bit test algorithm has more

advantages than other standard test algorithms.

A l - Mb SRAM chip is tested using an automated test set-up shown in

Figure 7.1. A software interface has been developed between the CAD

environment and the electrical tester. SRAM chip pin connections/ test vectors and

simulation results (i.e. test pattems) for the circuit are transferred and adapted to

the tester as shown in Figure 7.2. SRAM chip functional test has been performed

usmg the test vectors from the CAD station as shown in Figure 7.1. An output fail

flag is mapped out in the tester on the test vector number N for fhe Pin Wi of the

SRAM chip.

Input Output

Vector N/001100 000101/T01 FAIL Wi

A parametric test shows at this time that the output Wi on the N vector test/
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is at a high level "l" mstead of low level "O". Now, we observed a bit faiïure in the

SRAM chip. The différent SRAM blocks can have shick at faults O's or l's within

the SRAM chip.

SRAM chip layout detaUs are required to perform laser beam scanning/

which wiiï result m logic state analysis. SRAM chip logic state analysis has been

performed ustng the mtegrated laser beam tester shown in Figure 7.2. In the l -

Mb SRAM chip layout partitioning and mterconnect routing information is used

to establish test pattem's for the laser beam tester. Each pad Wi/ we establish a

logic séquence between the output panel and the laser beam scan path withùn the

SRAM chip.

SRAM chip logic state analysis has been performed using the laser beam

tester. The SRAM chip logic state analysis establishes the relationship between the

address/ control and data output From the functional test data it is évident that

the SRAM chip has few stuck at l's or O's type of faults identified within the SRAM

chip. The test results are given below:

Test Vector Input Data Output Data

N 1010... HLHH.../PA

ss

N + l 101l... HLHH*.../FA

IL on Wi
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N + 2 101l... HLHH.../PA

ss

N + 3 101l... HH*HL.../FA

IL on Wj

N + m llll... HHHH.../PA

ss

STOP

This test result incriminâtes logic opérations in the laser beam scan path.

Thus, the mtegrated laser beam tester by means of a functional test, aUows a briefly

localization m the SRAM chip layout sensible areas have been scanned for failure

identification.

The use of a laser beam tester mtegrated in automatic test eqmpment aUows

logic state analysis of any operator mside the SRAM chip. Analysis of photo

induced current generated in the laser-beam-silicon interactions and detected m the

power Une of the SRAM device under test/ permits to find stuck at O's or l's type

of faults.

The basic principle is illustarated using CMOS mverter cu-cuit is shown m

Figure 7.3. Figure 7.3 (a) and 7.3(c) iUustrate the junctions which are expected to

coiïect photocurrent for the two electrical states of a CMOS inverter, which is used
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Figure 7.3 (b): CMOS Invertor photoscan ùnage. Inputs high.
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Figure 7.3 (d): CMOS Invertor photoscan image. Inputs Low.

Laser beam tester scaiming and modulating the beam mtensity in proportion to the

device carrent. When the inverter is in a high ùnpedance state, a photo-induced

current flows out-side of the circuit which is recorded by the laser beam tester.

When the mverter is in a low ùnpedance state the photo-mduced current flows
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only inside the circuit and can not be detected outside. Photocurrent and

commutation current are spUt by a spectrum analyzer and détection of a photo-

current corresponds with a high oufrput level for the CMOS tnverter circuit. For

the CMOS inverter, sùrdlar results are obtained, a photo-current is noticed when

the oufrput is at a low logic level.

The l - Mb CMOS SRAM chip functional block diagram shown in Figure

7.4 is tested usmg the integrated laser beam tester. The test pattems are appUed

to the SRAM chip tester through the CAD System. A micro instruction code

prepared to STOP on the vector number N, where a fail flag appeared on the Wi

oufrput. This spécifie vector/ any logic operator from the pad Wi is tested with a

laser beam scanrung technique. With this technique we establish the SRAM ceU

columns/rows responsible for the failure observed by the electrical tester. A stuck

at l fault is found at the output of the SRAM chip due to mterconnect metalHzation

fcdlure. The CMOS SRAM laser beam reflected light is shown m Figure 7.5. The

normal photoscan image for the l - Mb SRAM chip is shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: 1-Mb CMOS SRAM normal Laser beam photoscan image

A corrélation has been established betiveen the functional fatdts and the

root-causes using the mtegrated laser beam testing method [8]. The SRAM chip

test results are shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: l - Mb SRAM Chip Results Summary

Hectrîcal Test Data For

l - Bit Failures

00-x-OO-x-O

0-x-00*x-00-x

00-x-FO-x-O

Electrical Test Data For

2 - Bit Failures

00-x-OO-x-O

0-x-OOx-OO-x

OF-*-FO-x-0
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0-x-OO-x-OO-x

0 good SRAM ceU

good peripheral circuitry

F failed SRAM ceU

* defective peripheral circuits

x common bit Une ceU contact

0-x-OO-x-OO-x

0 good SRAM ceU

good peripheral circuits

F faiïed SRAM ceU

* defective common bit Une cell

contacts

x common bit line ceU contact

SRAM chip fault locaUzation process is discussed based on the integrated

laser beam testing results. The CMOS memory cell is shown in Figure 7.7. It is a

six-transistor ceU, consistmg of two cross-coupled inverters and two access

transistors. Dram to gate connections between the inverter pairs are through

polysUicon feedback resistors and common drain connections are métal. The laser

beam scanrdng image of the foUowing memory cell written to the "0" logic state is

shown in Figure 7.8. The capadtance coupUng image of the failed memory ceU

while writing the "l" state is shown m Figure 7.9. Through this approach

permanent/mtermittent stuck at 0 or l faults are localized within the SRAM chip.

The a root cause for each failure localization deduced based on SRAM chip
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architechire and layout mformation analyzed through integrated laser beam testmg

method. The proposed root cause test technique is very effective and CAD based

tool to eUminate failures in the early design phase, manufacturmg phase and

improve reliability and yield of mega bit SRAMs.

VDD

P2 Failure
g / Location

Figure 7.7: CMOS Memory cell circuit diagram
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Figure 7.8: CMOS SRAM cell stuck-at-0 fault identification

through Laser beam scanning image

Figure 7.9: CMOS SRAM ceU Stuck-at-1 fault identification through

Laser beam scanning iïnage
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7.4 RELIABIUTY MODEL FOR A l Mb SRAM

The 1-Mb CMOS SRAM functional block diagram is shown m Figure 7.4.

The memory ceU array of 512X2048 ceUs and is divided into 32 blocks/ each of

which consists of 512X64 cells. Each cell array block contams column and word

decoders. The adjacent blocks have a set of local sense ampUfiers and Write circuit

for four mput/output opération. Bonding pads are placed on four sides of the chip

to make it easy to mount the chip in a smaU PLCC package. Therefore/ the

peripheral circuits such as address buffers/ predecoders, control bnffers, I/O

buffers/ and redundancy circuits are also placed on the four sides of the chip.

The 1-Mb CMOS SRAM chip is considered as a séries System for reUability

modeUing. Every élément in the 1-Mb SRAM chip is required to function correctly

to fulfiU the overall SRAM functionality. In this model the failures related to

interconnects/ design failures (i.e./ Read/Write tuning faults/ redundancy switch

over failures, logic faiïures), and manufactiu'ing related failures ( i.e./ package

faUures, die assembly failures/ assembly process failures etc.) are addressed. The

proposed reliabiUty model considers: dynamic reconfiguration/ interconnects,

design/ and manufacturing related failures, which can affect the 1-Mb CMOS

SRAM chip field reliability performance. A typical failure distribution for 1-Mb

SRAM chip is shown in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: 1-Mb SRAM typical field failnre distribution

The reliabUity model is developed based on the dynanùc reconfiguration

scheme ùnplementation for 1-Mb CMOS SRAM chip. Reliability of the mega bit

SRAM wifh the dynamic reconfiguration scheme havtng S standby spare words is

given as foUows:

R = i - (i - ^r% (i)

where R^ denotes the reliability of the memory device active word or standby

spare word m the l Mb SRAM, and S represents the number of standby spare
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words per cell array. 1-Mb SRAM chip design is based on the three level multi-

layer interconnect architecture. Interconnects limit the density of mega bit SRAM

and speed performance. The interconnect reliabUity contribution factor R ; is taken

into account in this model.

The arrangement of memory words m each cell array represents a hot-

standby System. The hot-standby memory System is to operate hvo memory words

in paraUel with eifher memory word acting as a standby spare word. A failure

détection circuit contmuously checks each word m each cell array of the memory

System. Failure détection circuit hardware is based on the choice of the error

correcting codes. If a failure is detected in a memory word of any ceU array within

the chip, on-lme reconfiguration switching mechanism isolâtes the failed word and

automadcally switches to the standby spare word. The reUability of l Mb CMOS

SRAM chip can be expressed as foUows:

R = PV R,2+ IFA RAn (I-RMR,)] Rs Re (2)

where R^ denotes the reliability of each memory ceU array within the chip; 1^

stands for the reliabUity of failnre détection circuit hardware; R, is the reliability

of the reconfiguration switching mechanism; Fc represents the fanlt coverage

correction factor. 1^ is design reliabiUty factor (i.e., design robustness assurance

factor ùnplemented through front end design process); R^ is the manufachiring

process reliabUity factor ( i.e., package failures/ die assembly failures, assembly

process failures etc). Memory chip failures/ and tnterconnect faUures stiU dominate
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the overall reliabiUty the 1-Mb SRAM chip. This model gives a good over view of

field reliabUity performance impact due to design and manufacturing of the

SRAM.

ReliabiUty unprovement using the dynamic reconfiguration schemes for l

Mb SRAMs/ design failures identification through root cause test and ùnplementmg

design fixes comparison is shown in Figure 7.11. The results demonstrate that the

mtegrated design root cause test identifies about 20% of design failures and

provides feedback for continuous improvernent during the design cycle, which

reduces design cycle time, ùnproves reUabUity, and reduces cost over rnns.
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ReliabUity improvement using dynamic reconfiguration schemes/ and

manufacturing process failures identificadon though the proposed root cause test
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technique is shown in Figure 7.12. During the prototype SRAM chip development

the proposed root cause test detects about 30% of failures/ which can affect SRAM

chip field reliability performance.
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Figure 7.12: Mega Bit SRAM Manufacturing reliability improvement ustng the

root case test feedback and fbdng the design

Notations used: (a) ———- with root cause test feedback manufachmng fb<es

(b) ............ using dynamic reconfiguration scheme

(e) ----- without using root cause test feedback &

reconfiguration scheme
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ReUabiUty improvement ustng dynanùc reconfigtiration schemes, root cause

test feedback process for detecting design, manufacturing faults and fixing before

releasing for volume production is shown in Figure 7.13. The proposed reliabiïity

model clearly demonstrates the mterconnect failures/ design faUures/ and

manufacturing faUure impact on 1-Mb CMOS SRAM chip filed reUabUity

performance.
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7.5 CONCLUSION

Mega bit CMOS SRAM's are growing more and more complex. Error

détection becomes very hard with new types of faUures owing to the increasing

complexity of the SRAM devices. A rapid root cause test technique is presented

for mega bit SRAM chip. The proposed root cause test technique uses two

complementary methods for mega bit SRAM functional testing and failure

locaUzation process. Based on the failure location process a root cause defect

identified witihin the mega bit SRAM chip. This method is very useful m the CAD

envrrorunent. Where the test pattem is automatically created it is essential to find

incriminate sensitive areas in a highly complex SRAM chip layout.

Even for a complex l - Mb SRAM chip, the test séquence requires a very

short time to accompUsh root case for an observed defect within the SRAM device.

The time required to perform SRAM chip failure analysis can be sigmficantly

reduced using the proposed failzire analysis method. So this failnre analysis

method must be performed in conjunction with the SRAM CAD environment. The

mtegrated laser beam testing approach reduces test time about 25% in comparison

with conventional methods. In the l - Mb SRAM chip the intermittent failure to

write the "l" logic state to a spécifie memory location/ due to the open metaUization

in a metal-to-silicon contact was identified as the root cause of the problem. The

proposed root cause technique effectively detects stuck at O's or l's within the

SRAM device.
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The 1-Mb SRAM reliability model presented m this paper clearly

demonstrates close to the practical field use. The model takes into account

mterconnect/ design, and mannfacturing related failures. The reUability

ùnprovement of 1-Mb SRAM chip os 20% achieved by usrng the root cause test

feedback and fixing the design failures. The reliabUity unprovement of about 30%

is achieved by implementmg root cause feedback and fixing the manirfacturmg

process. The overaU SRAM reliabiUty can improved by about 50% by ùnplementmg

root cause test feedback and fixing failures durmg design and prototype phases.

Advantages:

l) SRAM product development tùne can be reduced about 10 %.

2) It reduces significant SRAM testing tùne and cost.

3) The proposed root cause test can be mtegrated into the desing and

manufacturing process to improve reliabiUty and reduce cost.

4) It can be applied to DRAMs/ EPROMs and ASICs.
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CONCLUSIONS

Général Conclusion

This research was started with the objective of developmg performance modelling

and analysis for mega bit CMOS, BiCMOS Static Random Access Memories (SRAMs),

which is considered as the main bottleneck problem in the seuùconductor industry.

Durmg the investigations, theoretical considérations were blended with practical mega

bit performance problems in order to develop performance models. Systematic analytical

modeUing approach of the complex multi-layer mterconnects/ chip performance issues

were analyzed. Mega bit SRA.M performance issues such as: multi-layer interconnects,

chip complexity/ dynamic reconfiguration methods and failure analysis technique were

investigated in this research. The complex performance issues tackled pertinent to the

mega bit SRAMs and the associated results sufficiently demonstrate that the research

results represent a sigmficant contribution to fulfUl future application reqmrements.

Some of the unique advantages offered by thèse mega bit SRAM performance

models are given below:

l) Multi-layer interconnect effect on SRAM device performance issues such as

propagation delay, speed, power consumption/ noise characteristics are analyzed.

2) A closed-form expression for the CMOS SRAM chip propagation delay developed/

which reduces significant computational effort/ design time and cost for the

SRAM désigner.

3) High-speed circuit design techniques investigation clearly demonstrates mega bit
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SRAM device performance trade-off issues.

4) SRAM Device level dynanùc reconfiguration implementation improves reliability,

fault-tolerance and yield of mega bit SRAMs.

5) Dynamic reconfiguration schemes at the chip level unproves, access tùne/ chip

yield/ fault-tolerance and reliabUity/ which are having major applications in

Aerospace/ Real-time control Systems, télécommunication Systems/ and médical

applications.

6) Rapid root cause test technique provides locaUzation of mterconnects, design/ and

manufacturing related failures within the SRAM chip. This technique is very

useful from an mdustry standpoint.

Research Contribution

This research is an unique attempt to develop comprehensive performance models

and analysis for mega bit CMOS/ BiCMOS SRAMs. Multi-layer interconnect, SRAM chip

propagation delay performance models were developed/ which enable us to assess the

impact of mega bit SRAM performance issues in a systematic way durmg all phases of

the design. Mega bit SRA.M chip speed-perfonnance issues investigated in détail to

explore tnnovative circuit design techniques for future SRAMs. In order to improve

reliabUity, fault-tolerance, yield, speed/ and noise performance measures, dynamic

reconfiguration schemes were ùnplemented at the device level and chip level for mega

bit SRAMs.

The approach adopted in identifymg actual mega bit SRAM performance
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problems and providing defmite soludons through performance models and analysis

result m a major contribution. Mega bit CMOS, BiCMOS SRAM performance models and

analysis results are more practical value for semiconductor mdustry and users as well.

The results provide guidance for future SRA.M developments.

The summary of the research results are provided below:

l) A multi-layer mterconnect capacitance model is developed for mega bit SRAM

chip. Multi-layer interconnect effect on SRA.M device performance parameters

such as propagation delay, speed/ power œnsumption, and noise characteristics

were analyzed. Implementing triple-layer interconnect approach/ the wire length

and chip size were reduced to 69% and 58% respecdvely. Maxunmn access time

of 30.8 ns with l W at 10CPC and wafer yield in addition 10% more is achieved.

Expérimental results of multi-layer mterconnections for the 1-Mb SRA.M chip are

presented.

2) A closed-form expression for the mega bit CMOS SRAM chip propagation delay

is proposed. This allows accnrate calculation of the signal delay of multi-layer

tnterconnects within the SRAM chip and also takes into account the delay of the

CMOS SRAM cells drivtng the branched transmission line and the driving SRAM

ceU loadtng aspects of the tnterconnect line. The proposed closed-form expression

results m an absolute maximum error smaller than 4.8% in comparison with the

measured data.

3) High-speed circuit design techniques for mega bit BiCMOS SRAMs have been
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mvesdgated for sub-micron designs. A case shidy of 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip

performance analysis results were presented. The results demonstrate the speed,

power consumpdon, and reliabiUty trade-offs.

4) A novel dynamic reconfiguration scheme for mega bit SRAM chip is proposed.

The proposed scheme is based on on-chip word failure détection and

reconfiguration to spare word cell usmg multi-valued logic circuits. A reliability

model for 1-Mb SRAM chip is presented to evaluate fhe performance of the mega

bit SRAM chip. 1-Mb CMOS SRAM reUability ùnprovement of 30% has been

achieved in comparison with the conventional approaches.

5) Two dynamic reconfiguration schemes are proposed for mega bit BiCMOS

SRAMs. Dynamic reconfigzu-ation schemes aUow reconfiguration to fault-free

memory ceUs within the chip.BiCMOS SRAM chip access tune improvement of

about 35%, chip area of about 25%, and additional chip yield of 10% are achieved

respectively in comparison with conventional methods. 1-Mb BiCMOS SRAM chip

reHabiUty performance rmprovement of 78% is achieved in œmparison with the

conventional methods.

6) Rapid root cause test technique for mega bit CMOS SRA.M chip is presented. The

proposed root cause test technique uses two complementary methods for mega

bit SRAMs faiïure locaUzation and analysis. The proposed root cause test

technique demonstrates that the association of an electrical tester and an internai

laser beam tester makes easier for the localization of faUures m the SAM chip and

consequently reduces the test time and cost. A reliabUity model is developed
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based on tnterconnect/ design/ and manufacturing test failures. 1-Mb CMOS

SRAM ReliabiUty improvement of 50% is achieved by effectively applying the root

cause test feedback durtng the SRAM design process..

This thesis has demonstrated the performance modeUing and analysis for mega

bit CMOS/ BiCMOS SRAMs. Multi-layer interconnects, propagation delay, dynamic

reconfiguration schemes, and root cause test performance models and analysis for mega

bit SRAMs , successfuUy demonstrated the significance of this research work.

Future Research Recommendations

Multi-layer interconnects performance models and analysis for mega bit SRAMs,

successfuUy demonstrate the significance of the research work. This research ends with

a discussion of possible extensions of the work. Performance models developed in this

thesis could be furfher developed for application spécifie integrated circiuts (ASICs) and

dynamic random access memories (DRAMs).

Dynamic redundancy and reconfiguration schemes at the device level, chip level/

and board level has various applications. Dynamic reconfiguration schemes

unplementation at the wafer level has not been addressed. Dynamic reconfiguration is

a potential research area usmg sub-micron technologies at the wafer level, and System

level. Because of advances in semiconductor technology/ fault détection/ fault isolation

at the lowest level provides significant cost benefit to the industry and the component
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users. Dynamic reconfiguration techniques are very useful for hardware and software

combined applications. Sùmlar concepts could be further extended for commurdcation

System architectures.

Rapid root cause test technique could be further extended for DRAMs, ASICs, and

field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Rapid root cause test technique has varions

practical applications in semiconductor industry. The closed-form expression for

propagation delay presented in this thesis, could be further extended to ASICs. The

closed form expression could be further modified and extended for sub-inicron devices.
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